
UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561

DIVISION OF
CORPORATION FINANCE

Januar 27,2010

John A. Berr
Divisional Vice President,
Securties and Benefits

Domestic Legal Operations
Abbott Laboratories
Dept. 32L, Bldg. AP6A-2
100 Abbott Park Road
Abbott Park, IL 60064-6011

Re: Abbott Laboratories

Incoming letter dated December 22, 2009

Dear Mr. Ber:

Ths is in response to your letters dated December 22,2009 and January 15, 2010
concerng the shareholder proposal submitted to Abbott by Jame Moran and
Cynthia Kaplan. We also have received a letter on the proponents' behalf dated
Januar 8, 2010. Our response is attached to the enclosed photocopy of your
correspondence. By doing ths, we avoid having to recite or summarze the facts set forth
in the correspondence. Copies of all of the correspondence also will be provided to the
proponents.

In connection with ths matter, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
sets forth a brief discussion ofthe Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.

Sincerely,

 
Heather L. Maples
Senior Special Counsel

Enclosures

cc: Danel KInbum
PCRM General Counsel
. Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine
5100 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20016



Januar 27,2010

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re: Abbott Laboratories

Incoming letter dated December 22, 2009

The proposal encourages Abbott to increase transparency around the use of
anmals in research and product testing by including information on Abbott's anal use
and its efforts to reduce and replace anal use in the anual Global Citizenship Report.

There. appears to be some basis for your view that Abbott may exclude the
proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(12)(ii). Accordingly, we wil not recommend enforcement
action to the Commission if Abbott omits the proposal from its proxy materials in
reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(12)(ii). In reaching this position, we have not found itnecessar
to address the alternative basis for omission upon which Abbott relies.

Sincerely,

 
Matt S. McNair

. Attorney-Adviser



DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE 
INFORM PROCEDURES REGARDING SHAHOLDER PROPOSALS
 

The Division of 
 Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to 
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240.14a-8), as with other matters under the proxy 
rules, is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions 
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to 
recommend enforcement action to the Commission: In connection with 
 a shareholder proposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's staff considers the information furnished to it by the Company 
in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials, as 
 well
as any information fuished by the proponent or the proponent's representative. 

Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communications from shareholders to the 
. Commission's staff, the stafwill always consider information concerning alleged violations of 
. the statutes administered by the Commission, including argument as to whether or not activities 
proposed to be taen would be violative of the statute or rule involved. The receipt by the staff 
of such information, however, should not be constred as changing the staffs informal
 

procedures and proxy review into a formal or adversar procedure. 

It is important to note that the staff s and Commission's no-action responses to 
Rule 14a-8G) submissions reflect only informal views. The determinations reached in these no-
action letters do not and canot adjudicate the merits of a company's position 
 with respect to the
proposaL. Only a cour such as a U.S. District Cour can decide whether a company is obligated 
to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discretionar 
determination not to recommend or tae Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a 
proponent, or any shareholder 
 of a company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against 
the company in court, should the management omit the proposal from the company's proxy 
materiaL. 



John A. Berry Abbott Lal)oratories Tel: (84ìì 9383591 
Divisional Vice President an(1 Securities anel Serefits Fax: (84ì) 938 9492 
Associate General Counsel Dept. 32L. SlOg. AP6A.2 John. berri';~ abl)ot!. corn 

100 Abbott Park Rcael 

Abbott Park. IL 60064-6011 

January 15, 201 0
 

Via Email 

ShareholderoroDosals~sec.aov 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Office of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street, N.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: Abbott Laboratories-Shareholder Proposal Submitted by Jamie Moran 
and Cynthia Kaplan 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

By letter dated December 22, 2009, Abbott Laboratories requested confirmation 
that the Staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission wil not recommend 
enforcement action If, In reliance on Rule 14a-8, we exclude a proposal (the 
"Proposal") submitted by Jamie Moran and Cynthia Kaplan (te "Proponents")
 

from the proxy materials for Abbott's 2010 annual shareholders' meeting. By 
letter datèd January 8,2010 (the "peRM Letter"), Daniel Klnburn, Genera Counsel 
of the Physicians Commitee for Responsible Medicine ("PCRMIt), wrote to the Staff 
arguing that the Proposal be Included In Abbott's proxy materials. A copy of our
 

earlier letter and the PCRM Letter (without attchments) are attched hereto as 
exhibits A and B to this letter. The PCRM Letter concedes that the Proposal is 
substantially similar to a proposal that Abbott Included In It 2009 proxy materials. 
Therefore, this letter only addresses the point that the Proposal deals with 
substatially the same subject matter as the animal research proposal tht Abbott
 

Included In Its proxy materials In 2005 (the "2005 Proposa"). Again, we request 
that the Staff confirm that It will not recommend enforcement action If Abbott 
excludes the Proposal from its 2010 proxy materials for the reasons stated herein 
and In our prior letter. 

In Release No. 34-20091 (August 16, 1983), which adopted the amendment of 
Rule 14a-8(c)(12), changing the standard from requiring SUbstantially the same 
proposal to reqUiring substantially the same subject matter, the SEC stated "that 
the Interpretation of the new provision wil continue to involve diffcult subjective 
judgments, but anticipates that those judgments wil be based upon a 
consideration of the substative concerns raised by a proposal rather than the 
specific. . . actions proped to deal with those concerns." (emphasis added). In 

Abbott 
A ::!'c~:se ro. ~ .C 



other words, what Is Importnt to the analysis of whether proposals deal with 
substatially the same subject matter turns on the substative concern 
underlying the proposl. Although the Proposal seeks a report on Abbotts effort
 

towards reducing and replacing animal use rather than the adoption of an animal 
welfare polley, the substntive concern of both the Proposa and the 2005 Proposal 
Is opposition to the use of animals for research and testing. 

The supporting statement for the Proposal makes clear that the underlying 
substantive concern for the Propos is opposition to the use of animals for 
rearch and testing. The supporting statement specifies that "43% of Ameñcans 
oppose the use of animals for research." It also argues that "(in addition to the 
ethical Imperative, there are scientific and financial imperatives to move away 
from animal use." The Proposal Is not direced at animal Issues generally or even 
animal welfare generally. It Is expressly focused on "reducing and replacing 
animal use" in reserch and product testing. This deals with substantially the 
same subject matter as the substantive concern underlying the 2005 Proposl, 
which requested that Abbott cease conducting certn animal-based tests and
 

commit to replacing all such tests with non-animal methods. 

We are not arguing that all propoals with the word "animal" in It are subsntially
 

similar. Rather we are arguing that proposals whose substantive concern Involves 
the reduction or cesstion of the use of animals In resech and testing deal with 
substtially the same subjec matter. The substantive concern of the currnt
 

proposal, like the 2005 Proposl, is directed at having Abbott move away from 
using animals in research and testing. 

The PCRM Letter dismiss the letters Abbott cited in support of Its position as 
"Inapplicable" because they involved substantially similar proposals. However, the 
point is that the proposlS under consideration In these letters dealt wit 
substantially the same subject matter as the prior proposals, even though there 
were differences In the actons requested. The PCRM Lettr also attempts to 
distinguish the two Abbott specific no-acton lettrs which we cited. However, 
like the Proposal, the proposa submitted for our 2007 proxy materials, the 
proposal submitted for our 2006 proxy materials and the 2005 Proposal all focused 
on the substtie concern of animal testing In research.
 

In addition to the no-action letters we cited In our previous letter, see Chevron 

~. (Feb. 29, 2008). There, In a situation comparable to ours, the Stff
 

permitted Chevron to rely upon 14a-8Q)(12)QIi) to exclude from its 2008 proxy 
materials a proposa fromPCRM reuesting that Chevron's board of directors 
"adopt and post an Animal Welfar Polley online which addresses the Company's 
commitment to (a) reducing, refining and replacing Its use of animals In reearh 
and testing, and (b) prOViding for the soial and behavioral needs of thos animals 
used in such research and tesng, both by the Company Itself and by all 
Independently retained laboratories." 

Chevron's 2005 proxy materials included a stockholder proposal (Identical to the 
2005 Proposa at issue here) requesting that its board: 
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1. Commit specifcally to using only non-animal methods for assessing 
skin corrosion, Irrtion, absorption, phototoxlcity and pyrogenlcity.
 

2. Confirm that It Is In the Company's best interest to commit to replacing 
animal-based tests with non-animal methods. 

3. Petition the relevant regulatory agencies requiring safety testing for
 

the Company's product to accept as total replacements for animal-based 
methods, those approved non-animal methods described above, along 
with any others currently used and accepted by the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and other developed 
countes. 

Chevron argued that It could exclude the 2008 proposl because "the substantive 
concern of these Proposals is the same: the use of animal-based testng and 
replacing animal testing with non-animal testing." Chevron assrted that 

"(d)esplte Immaterial differences In wording and corprate actions requested by 
the Proposls, the Proposs deal wit substantially the same subject matter for 
purposes of meeting the test for exclusion under Rule 148-80)(12)." 

The Proponent cites lettrs In support of Its position that involve situations where 
the underlying substtive concerns of the proposals were diferent. For example,
 

in CooDer Industres. Inc. (Jan. 14, 2002), a proposl seeking a report dealing with 
social, environmenta and ecnomic Issues related to sustinabllty was not 
excludable where prior proposals sought a report on and review of Its code or 
standards for Its International operations. Sustainabllty reflects a different 
underlying substantive concern than stadards for International operations. 
Similary, In McDonnell DouQlas Comoratlon (Jan. 23, 1995), a proosal seeking a 
report on (1) steps taken to trnsfer technology from mlltaiy to commercial 
deployment and development (2) sttegies taken to Ident community needs;
 

employees' Ideas and finance and market opportnites and to utlize employee
 

experience, (3) project for which the company has applied for funding from NIST 
or TRP or parcipation In NTCC and the number of employees In the planning 
process, (4) an analysis of successes and failures, and (5) membership In state 
and/or local government economic conversion task forces was not excludable 
where two prior proposals sought reports on the company's foreign mlllaiy sales, 
Including the social and ethical criteria used to determine whether to accept a 
foreign government's request for mlltaiy equipment. Again, the underlying issues 
were different, wit one proposl being focused on commercial use of technology 
and concern for community needs and employee Ideas and the others focused on 
foreign milta sales.
 

The Proponent attempts to argue that executve compenstion proposals would be 
substantially similar to environmental discharge proposals if all proposls that 
could be charcterized as having human concerns were considered to be
 

substntially similar. However, In the Proponent's example, the underlying
 

substantive concern In one situation relates to compensation while the other 
relates to the environment. In the case actually under consideration, the 
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underlying substative concern of each of the Proposl and the 2005 Proposal 
relates to reducing or eliminating the use of animals In research and testing. Our 
argument, that proposs deal with substantially the same subject matter when 
they share the underlying substantive concern to cease using animals for research 
and testing, Is vastly diferent from an argument that all proposals Involving human 
concerns are substantially similar. 

For the foregoing reasns and the reasons set fort In our original letter, I again 
request your confirmation that the Stff wil not recommend any enforcement 
action to the Commission if the Propos Is omitted from Abbott's 2010 proxy 
materials. 

If the Staff has any quesons with respect to the foregoing, or if for any reason the 
Staff does not agree tht we may omit the Proposal from our 2010 proxy materials,
 

please contact me at 847.938.3591 or Steven Scrogham at 847.938.6166. We 
may also be reached by facsimile at 847.938.9492 and would appreciate It If you 
would send your response to us by facsimile to that number. The Proponents' legal 
representative, Daniel Kinburn, may be reached at 202.686.2210 ext. 380 or by 
facsimile at 202.527.7415. 

Very trly yours,
 

1,4. a. ~ 
John A. Berr,
 

Divsional Vice President,
 

Securities and Benefits 
Domestic legal Operations 

cc: Jamie Mora and Cynthia Kaplan
 

c/o Daniel Klnburn, General Counsel 
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine 
5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20016 
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Exhibit A 

Abbott Laboratories No-Action Request Letter
 

Dated December 22, 2009 



Jchn A. Berry AI)bctt Laboralones Tel: (847) 938 3591 
Divisional Vice President and 
Asscciate General Counsel 

St!curilies anO BenefitS 
Dept. 32L. Bldg. AP6A.2 
100 Abbott Park Rcad 

Fax: (847) 938 9492 
John.berrl'¡'atJbott.com 

AblJoll Park. IL 6C064-fiO 11 

December 22, 2009 

Via Email 

ShareholderoroDosals~ec.aov 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Ofce of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street, N.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: Abbott LaboratoriesShareholder Proposal Submitted by Jamie Moran and Cynthia
 

Kaplan 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

On behalf of Abbott Laboratories and pursuant to Rule 14a-80) under the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, i hereby request confirmation that the Staff of the Securites and Exchange 
Commission wil not recommend enforcement action if, in reliance on Rule 14a-8, we exclude a 
proposal submitted by Jamie Moran and Cynthia Kaplan (the "Proponents") from the proxy 
materials for Abbott1s 2010 annual shareholders' meeting, which we expect to file in definitive 
form with the Commission on or about March 15, 2010. 

We received a notice on behalf of the Proponents on November 17, 2009, submitting the 
proposal for consideration at our 2010 annual shareholders' meeting. The proposal (a copy of 
which, together with the supporting statement, is attached as Exhibit A) (the IIProposal") reads 
as follows:
 

RESOLVED: shareholders encourage Abbott Laoratories (IIAbbottll) to increase its 
corporate social responsibilty and transparency around the use of animals in research 
and product testing, by including information on animal use in the annual Global
 

Citizenship Report (IIReport"). We encourage the Report to include non-proprieta 
information, as follows: (1) species, numbers, and general purpose of each use (e.g.i 
research and development, effcacy testing, or toxicity testing), and (2) Abbott's efforts 
in the preceding year and future goals towards reducing and replacing animal use. 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-80), i have enclosed the Proposal and this letter, which sets fort the 
grounds upon which we deem omission of the Proposal to be proper. I have also enclosed a 
copy of all relevant correspondence exchanged with the Proponents. Pursuant to Rule 14a-80), 
a copy of this letter is being sent to notify the Proponents of our intention to omit the Proposal 
from our 2010 proxy materials. 

Abbott 
II Promise for L,je 
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We believe thatthe Proposal may be properly omited from Abbott's 2010 proxy materials 
pursuant to Rule 14a-8 for the reasons set fort below.
 

I. The Proposal may be properly omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(12)(li) because it deals wit
 

substntially the same subjec mattr as the prior proposals that were included in our 
2009 and 2005 proxy matrials and the mos recently submited of those proposals did 
not reive the support necessary for resubmission.
 

Rule 14a-80)(12)(iI) permits the exclusion of a shareholder proposal dealing wit "substatially 
the same subject matter as another proposal or proposals that has or have been previously 
included in the company's proxy materials within the preceding 5 calendar year" if the
 

proposal received "less than 6% of the vote on Its last submission to shareholders if proposed 
twce previously witin the preceding 5 calendar years. . . " 

We included a proposal (the "2009 Proposal") in our 2009 proxy materials filed on March 16, 
2009 which requesed that Abbott: 

· Prepare and issue a detailed report to shareholders by November 30, 2009, addressing 
animal use in all of Abbott's researh, development and testng conducted by in-house 
or contracting laboratories and incorporating: (1) an animal use Inventory, Including, but 
not limited to designations by species, numbers, and the nature and purpose of each 
use (e.g., research and development, effcacy, toxicity), and (2) a wrien plan with a 
reasonable timeframe for replacing, reducing and refining the use of animals ("3Rs") in 
all research, development and testing, where not otherwise mandated by law. 

· Consider creating a management position committed SOlely to ensuring Abbott's 
realization of the 3Rs. 

A copy of the 2009 Proposal as it appeared in our 2009 proxy materials is attched hereto as 
Exhibit B. The Proposal and the 2009 Proposal are substantially similar for purposes of Rule 
14a-8(iX12) since the substative concern of both proposals is animal-based testing and they
 

both request a report on Abbott's current animal use and future goals and plans towards 
reducing the use of animals for research, development and testing. 

We also included a proposal (the "2005 Proposal") in our 2005 proxy materials filed on March 
18, 2005 which requested that Abbott: 

1. Commit specifically to using only non-animal methods for assessing skin 
corrosion, irrittion, absorption, phototoxlclty and pyrogenlcit. 

2. Confirm that it is In the Company's best interest to commit to replacing animal-
based tests with non-animal methods. 
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3. Petition the relevant regulatory agencies requiring safety testing for the
 

Company's products to accept as total replacements for animal-based methods, 
those approved non-animal methods described above. along wit any others 
currently used and accepted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (DECO) and other developed countries. 

A copy of the 2005 Proposal as it appeared in our 2005 proxy materials is attched hereto as 
Exhibit C. The Proposal and the 2005 Proposal are substantially similar for purposes of Rule 
14a-80)(12) since the substative concern of both proposals is animal-based tesng. 

"Substantially the same SUbject matter." as that phrase is used in Rule 14a-80)(12). does not 
mean that the 2005 Proposal, the 2009 Proposal and the Proposal must be exactly the same. 
Although the predecessor to Rule 14a-8(1)(12) required a proposal to be "substaally the same 
proposal" as prior proposals in order to permit exclusion, the Commission amended the rule in 
1983. In SEC Release No. 34-20091 (August 16. 1983), the Commission explained the reason 
for and meaning of the revision, stting: 

The Commission believes that this Change is necessa to signal a clean break from the 
strct interpretive positon applied to the existng provision. The Commission is aware 
that the interpretation of the new provision wil continue to involve difcult subjective 
judgments, but anticipates that those judgments wil be based upon a consideration of 
the substantive concerns raised by a proposal rather than the specific language or 
actions proposed to deal with those concerns. 

While the Staff initally seemed to take a very restrictive view of the current version of Rule 
14a-8(1)(12) (see..e.g., Procter & Gamble Co. (July 27, 1988), which dealt wit live animal 
testing), more recently the Stff has made It clear that Rule 14a-80)(12) does not require that 
the proposals, or their subject matters, be identical In order for a company to exclude the later
submited proposal. When considering whether a proposal deals with SUbstatially the same 
SUbject matter, the Staff has increasingly focused on the "substantive concerns" rased by the 
proposal as the essential consideration, rather than the specific language or corporate action 
proposed to be taken. The Staff has thus concurred with the exclusion of proposals under Rule 
14a-8(i)(12) when the proposal 
 In question shares similar underlying social or policy issues wit 
a prior proposal, even if the subsequent proposal recommended that the company tae diferent 
actions. 

For example, in Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. (Februar 6, 1996). the Staff permitted exclusion of a 
proposal recommending that the board of directors form a committee to formulate an 
educational plan to inform women of the possible abortacient (abortion-causing) effects of any 
of the company's products because it dealt with substantially the same subject matter as prior 
proposals asking the company to refrain from giving charitable contributions to organizations 
that perform abortions. Despite the diferent actions requested and the different subject matters 
of the prior proposals (charitable contributions) and the proposal at issue (consumer education), 
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the substantive concern of both proposals was abortion-related matters; thus the Staff 
concluded that the proposal at issue dealt with substantially the same sUbject matter as the 
proposals regarding the company.s charitable contributions. 

More recently, in Proter & Gamble Co. (Jul. 31, 2009), the Stff permitted omission of a 
proposal requesting a report on the feasibilit of ending animal testing within five years. While
 

the most recent animal-based testing proposal Included In a Procter & Gamble proxy statement 
was identical to the shareholder proposal under consideration in 2009, one animal welfare 
proposal Included In an earlier proxy statement within the previous five calendar year period had 
requested a report on the company's compliance with its animal testng policy and another had 
requested an end to animal testing and the adoption of animal welfare standards. Altough 
each of the three animal-based testing proposals included in prior proxy statements requested 
different actions, i.e., ending animal testing, reporting on the company's compliance with its 
animal testing policy, and the adoption of animal welfare stadards, the Staff concluded that 
these proposals dealt wit substtially the same subject matter and permited exclusion of the 

2009 proposaL' 

Similary, In Pfizer Inc. (Feb. 25, 2008), the Staff permitted omission of a proposal requesting a 
report on actions taen to correct violations of the Animal Welfare Act. Prior proposals Included 
in Pfzer proxy statements had eiter requested reports discussing the feasibilit of amending 
the company's animal welfare policy or the adoption of a policy statement committng to use in 
vito tests as replacements for animal-based tests. Notwithstanding the different actions 
requested, the Staff concluded that the proposal at issue dealt wit substatially the same 
subject matter and allowed the new proposal to be excluded from the company's proxy 
sttement. 

In Wyeth (Feb. 15, 2008), the Staff allowed the exclusion of a proposal requesting a report
 

describing the rationale and policies relating thereto for Increased export of animal 
experimentation to countres wit lower animal welfare stadards on the grounds that It dealt 
wit substatially the same SUbject matter as prior proposals requesting the adoption of an
 

animal welfare policy and a commitment to use certin in vitr tests.
 

Also, in Sa" Pharmaceuticals Inc. (September 25, 2006), the Staff permited the omission of a 
proposal requesting that the company adopt an animal welfare policy that addressed reducing, 
refining and replacing its use of animals In reseach and testing and Implementing stadards of 
care for animals subject to testing. In a prior proposal, shareholders had requesed that the 
company commit to replacing animal-based tests with non-animal methods. Again, despite the 
diferent actions requested and the diferent SUbject matters of the prior proposal (replacing 
animal-based testing) and the proposal at issue (adopting animal welfare policies), the 
substtive concern of both proposals was reducing the use of animal-based testing and thus
 

the Staff concluded that the proposal at Issue dealt with substtially the same subject matter. 
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See also Medonlc Inc. (June 2, 2005) and Bank of America Corp. (February 25, 2005) 

(proposals requesting that the companies list all of their political and charitble contrbutions on 
their websites were excludable as they dealt with substantially the same sUbject matter as a 
prior proposal requesting that the companies cease making charitable contrbutions); now 
Jones & Co., Inc. (December 17, 2004) (proposal requesting the company publish in its proxy 

matenals information relating to it process of donations toa parcular nonprofit organization
 

was excludable as it dealt wit substantially the same subject matter as a prior proposal 
requesting an explanation of the procedures governing all charable donations); Saks Inc. 

(March 1, 2004) (a proposal requesting the board of directors to implement a code of conduct 
based on International Labor Organization stadards, establish an Independent monitoring 
process and annually report on adherence to such code was excludable as It dealt wi 
substntially the same subject matter as a prior proposal requesting a report on the 
 company's 
vendor labor standards and compliance mechanism); Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. (Februar 11, 
2004) (a proposal requesting that the board review pricing and mareting policies and prepare a 
report on how the company wil respond to pressure to increase access to prescription drugs 
was excludable because it dealt wit SUbstatially the same subject matter as a pnor proposal 
requesting the creation and implementation of a pOlicy of price resint on pharaceutcal 
products). But see Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company (December 13, 2004) dealing wit two proposals 
to add "against" to the proxy card; the Staff's response in this instance may reflect the inclusion 
In the earlier but not the later proposal of a request to also remove managements discretionar 
votng authori where signed prOXies did not specify a vote. 

Furter, in Abbott laoratories (February 5, 2007), the Staff allowed us to exclude a proposal
 
II) pursuant to Rule 


submited for the 2007 proxy materials (the "2007 Proposal 
 14a-8(i(12)(i). 
The 2007 Proposal requested a report on the feasibilty of replacing the animal-based "ascites" 
method with In vito non-animal methods and cell culture techniques. The Staff also allowed 
us, in Abbott laboratories (Februar 28, 2006), to exclude a similar proposal submited for the

II) pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(12)O). The 2006 Proposal 
2006 proxy materials (the "2006 Proposal 


requested a report on the feasibilit of amending Abbott's current policies regarding animal 
welfare to extend to contract laboratories. The Staff concurred that both the 2007 Proposal and 
the 2006 Proposal involved the same substntive concern - animal testing - as the 2005
 

Proposal requesting that Abbott commit to using only non-animal tesng products. Thus, under 
the Stffs interpretation of Rule 148-8(1)(12)(1), the 2007 Proposal, the 2006 Proposal and the 
2005 Proposal all dealt wit SUbstatially the same SUbject matter. 

The Proposal requests that Abbott include information on animal use and its preceding year's 
effort and fure goals towards reducing animal use in the annual Global Citzenship Report,
 

while the 2009 Proposal requested a report on current animal use, inclUding a plan to replace, 
reduce and refine animal use, and the 2005 Proposal requested that Abbott cease conducting 
animal-based tests and commit to replacing such tests with non-animal methods. Despite the 
different actions requested by the proposals, the 2009 Proposal, the 2005 Proposal and the 
Proposal deal wit the same underlying substantive concern and thus SUbstatially the same 
subject matter for purposes of Rule 14a-8(1)(12) - replacing the methods of animal-based 
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testing conducted by or on behalf of Abbott. All three proposals (whether in their respective 
reslutons. recitls or supportng statements) address animal use or the alleged pain and
 

abuses sufered by animals used in animal-based testing and argue that Abbott should playa 
role in stopping such animal use. albeit through varing approaches. if anyting. the Prposal in 
question is even more similar to the 2009 Proposal and the 2005 Proposal than the 2006 
Proposal was to the 2005 Proposal considered In Abbott laboratories (Februar 28. 2006). This
 

is because the 2006 Proposal did not contain the express language found in the Proposal. the 
2009 Proposal and the 2005 Proposal regarding "replacing" animal-based testing but instead 
focused on amending Abbott's animal use policy to ensure superior standards of care for 
animals used in testing. 

As evidenced In Exhibit O. the 2009 Proposal received 5.00% of the vote at our 2009 annual 
meeting of shareholders 1. 

Since the 2009 Proposal failed to meet the required 6% threshold at the 2009 annual meeting of 
shareholders and the other rule requirements are satisfied, the Proposal may be excluded from 
the 2010 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(1)(12)(ii). 

II. If Abbot were to include the proposal submited by The Humane Society of the Unitd 
State in it 2010 proxy statement, the Proposal may be properly omited under Rule 14a

8(1(11) because it substntially duplicates that proposl. 

Abbott received a proposal from The Humane Society of the United States (the "Humane 
Society") on November 16. 2009 that Is the SUbject of a separte no-action letter request 
submited by Abbott The Humane Society proposal reads as follows: 

RESOLVED that - to improve our bottom line, social responsibilty profile, and qualit of 
our research - shareholders encourage The Board of Directors to estlish a schedule
 

for phasing out the use of chimpanzees in Invasive research. This schedule should be 
posted on the Company's website. 

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(11), a company may exclude a proposal if It "substantially duplicates 
another proposal submitted to the company by another proponent that wil be 
 Included In the 
company's proxy materials for the same meeting. II As discussed In the prior section, proposls 
do not have to be Identical to share the same principal focus. 

The Proposal requests that Abbott Include Information on animal use and its current and future 
effort towards reducing animal use In the annual Global Citzenship Report. while the Humane 

1 Tabulation Is as follows: votes cat for - 50,156,907 and votes cast against - 952,431 ,023. Purst to 

the Staff's poiton on counting votes for purpes of Rule 14a-80)(12), abstentions and broker noovotes
 

were not Included for purposes of Ute caculation. See Staff legal Bulletin No. 14, Question F.4 

(July 13. 2001). 
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Soiety proposal requests that Abbott develop a schedule to phase out the use of chimpanzees 
in invasive research. Although the Humane Society proposal focuses on a single species, the 
principal thrust of both proposals is to reduce or phase out animal-based testing. and they are 
therefore substntially duplicatie. Accordingly. if the Humane Society proposal is Included in
 

Abbott's 2010 proxy sttement. the Proposal may be excluded from the 2010 proxy materials
 

pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(11) becuse Abbott received the Humane Soiety proposal firs. 

II. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, I reques your confirmation that the Staff wil not recommend any 
enforcement action to the Commission if the Proposal 
 Is omited from Abbott's 2010 proxy 
materials. To the extent that the reasons set forth in this letter are based on matters of law, 
pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i(2)(iii) this letter also constitutes an opinion of counsel of the 
undersigned as an attorney licensed and admitted to practice in the State of Illnois. 

If the Staff has any questions wit respect to the foregoing, or if for any reason the Staff does 
not agree that we may omit the Proposal from our 2010 proxy materials. please contact me at 
847.938.3591 or Steven Scrogham at 847.938.6166. We may also be reached by facsimile at 
847.938.9492 and would appreciate it if you would send your response to us by facsimile to 
that number. The Proponents' legal representative, Daniel Kinburn, may be reached by facsimile 
at 202.527.7450. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter and the enclosures by date-staping the enclosed 
copy of this letter and returning it to the waiting messenger. 

Very trly yours,
 ~~~ 
John A. Berr 

Divsional Vice President.
 

Securies and Benefits
 

Domestic legal Operations
 

Enclosures 

cc: Jamie Moran and Cynthia Kalan 
clo Daniel Klnbum, General Counsel 
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine 
5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.. Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20016 
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Exbit B
 

2009 Proposal
 



Shareholder Proposal on Animal Testing (Item 5 on Proxy Card) 

The Physicians Committee for Resonsible Medicine, 5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 
20016, and 7 other proponents have infomied Abbott that they intend to pret the following proposal at the
 

meeting. Abbott wil provide the proponents' names and addrs to any sharholder who requests that information 
and. if provided by a proponent to Abbott the nwnber of Abbott common shar held by that proponenL 

Resolved: that sharholders encourge the Boa of Abbott Laboratories ("Abbott') to prepa and issue a detailed 
report to sharholders by November 30,2009, incorporating (1) an animal use inventory, including, but not limited 
to designatons by species, numbe, and the natue and purpse of each us (e.g., rearh and development, 
effcacy, toxicity), and (2) a wrtten plan with a reasnable timefre for replacing, reucing and 
 refining the use of 
animals ("3Rs") in all reseah, development and testing, where not otherwis mandated by law. The report should 
addrss animal use in all of the Abbott's research, development and testing conducted by in-hous or contrcting 
laboratories. Finally, the Boa should consider creating a management position committed solely to ensuring 
Abbotts reliztion of the 3Rs.
 

Shareholder ProposalProponent's Statement in Support of 


Pruct development or testing on animals caes moral and scientific obligations to adere to the modern 
priciples of the 3Rs. As a result, replacement of animal testing has incresingly become a mater of signifcat 
contrvers, debate, and public poticy concern. The scientific imperative for this change is furtere not only by the
 

high failur rate ofphanaceuticas, but by recent advances in genomies, systems biology, and computational
 

biology. 

Astonishingly, 92% of dngs deemed safe and effective in animals, fail when teste in humans.(I) Out of the 8% of 
FDA-approved dngs, half ar later relabeled or withdrwn due to unanticipated, severe advers effects. A 96% 
failur ra not only chllenges the reliabilty of animal experiments to preict human safety and effcacy, it creates 

enormous risks of litigation, adverse publicity, and waste reurces. Dmgs with remarble promise for human 
health can have delayed market entr, if 
 at all, becus misleading animal results may porty safe products as 
dangerous. 

In addring thes shortcomings, Abbott should consider the recet report by the National Academies' esteemed
 

National Resh Council ("NRC"). The report stated: "Advance in toxicogenomics, bioinformaties, systems 
biology, epigenetcs, and computational toxicology could trform toxicity testing frm a system baed on whole-


animal testing to one founded primarly on in vitro methods.ii(l) These approaches wil improve effciency with cost 
cutting, incrd speed, better, more preictive science baed on human rather than animal physiology, and reduced
 

animal use and sufferig. Abbott's acceleraed adoption of cutting edge human-based technologies potentially 
enables incrd prfitabilty of dng development, a strngtened leadership role in pharmaceutical technology,
 

and advancement of the 3Rs' vision to replace all animal us in reseah and testing. 

With high falure rates and potential human health implications of animal-testd drgs, Abbott should concretely 
outline the implementation of alternatives that wil safely and effectively address human health risks. We urge 
sharholders to vote in favor of this proposal to requir Abbott to report an implementaiòn plan for the 3Rs and the 
replacement of animal-bed testing. 

Proxy 
Card) 
Board ofDireeors' Statement in Opposition to.the Shareholder Proposal on Animal Testing (Item 5 on 


(1) FDA. Telecference: Steps to A.dwce ,he Emliest PNl ofCliniail Ruh in 'he Dnlop oJ1nniv Me Tmnu (von
Esba An C. 20). Acc online: htt://ww.fdagov/oospdaeleçrercel 12.him. 

(1) Tcaci Teslng in ,he 21" Cen: A YiYon an a Stateg (NRC 20). 



The Compay's policy is to keep live animal rearch to a minimum, and where feaible and permitted by law, 
alternatives to animal testing wil be utilzed. Abbott adhere to the priciples enumerated in the 3Rsrelating to 
replacing, reducing and refiing the us of animals in aU reseah, development and testing. The effort to advance 
the 3Rs is led by the Compay's manager of animal welfar and compliance, who is a doctor of veternar medicine. 

Abbott alo has an Alternative Committee consisting of reseah Staff and veterinarans who seh for alternative 
methods that we can adopt into our progras. In addition, Ùl 2009, we wil initiate a Visiting Scientist Prgr to 
focus on rearh into the 3Rs. 

In 2006, Abbott created an Animal Welfare Award progr to reogniz individuals and/or teas who work to
 

advance animal welfar at Abbott through the adoption of one of the 3Rs. There ar three levels of awar that serve 
to regnize a rage of enhancements to the animal welfar progr. Abbott also brings in independent animal
 

welfa consultats to preent seminar, trining and to serve as scientific collaborators to help our animal welfar 
progr stay abret of bes practices in the researh ar. 

Curntly, Abbott uses many cell-based (in vitro) alternative methods that replace whole animal (in vivo) testing, 
whenever possible. When these in vitr methods show a compound to be toxic or less effective than others, that 
pacular compound can often be eliminated frm fuer testing in animals. However, we have an ethical obligation 
to understad fully the potential health benefits of our products as well as possible negative effects. 

Thus, when animal use is legally required or scientifically necessar, Abbott has established progrs relating to the 
trtment of animals that meet the regulations of 
 the United States, the Europea Union and other countres. Thes 
progrs ar designed to addrss animal psychological, social and behavioral needs and ar basd upon the United
 

States Depaent of Agrculture (USDA) regulations and the principles of the National Reseh Council's Guide 
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. AU animal care protocols meet or exceed applicable regulations and 
guidelines relevant to the welfar of rearh animals. 

Abbott fir sought and reeived accreditation by the Association for Assesment and Accritaion of Laboratory 
Animal Car International (AAALAC) in 1975. Accreditation by AAAC International is an entirely volunta 
process, and is widely considere the best mechanism for obtaining independent, external expert validation 
 that an 
orgiztion is meeting high stadars ofanimal ca and use. There have been periodic site asments by 
AAALAC since the mid-I 
 970s to review Abbott's animal use and car progrs. Abbott has met AAALAC's 
continually evolving bet practices for animal ca and use and has never failed to obtain accreitation. 

Similarly, Abbott is inpecte by the USDA at leat anually through unannounced site inspeons asing the 
condition of laboratory animals, and inspecting the reord of the Institutional Animal Car and Use Committee 
(lACUCs). Abbott provides oversight of its animal welfar and use thugh IACUCs, laboratory animal 
veteriaran who ar certified by the America College of Laratory Animal Medicine (ACLAM), and reognized 
by the American Veterinar Medical Assciation, and animal welfar offcers. Through thes effort, Abbott
 

adher reponsibly to the highest scientific standards, regulatory mandates and ethics regading animal ca and 
trtment 

Abbott alo files an anual report on animal welfar with the USDA, which is available to the general public. Abbott 
alo sets expetaions for contrct laboratories with which it work in the Abbott Supplier Code of Conduct and has
 

developed a Global Animal Welfar Policy and Corprate Animal Welfa Committee to ensur that suppliers of 
animal services meet our expectations for animal welfar. These expectations include compliance with all legal and 
regulaory requirements surrunding the ethical trtment of any and all rearh animals. 

In light of Abbott's significat effort with repect to animal welfar, adoption of the 3Rs, and existing reportng, the 
report reuested by the proponents represnts an uneces, duplicative expense that is not in the bet intere of
 

Abbott and its sharholders. 

The board of directors recommends that you vote AGAIST the proposal. 
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Shareholder Proposal Concerning In Vitro Testing (Item 5 on Proxy Card) 

John M. Carer (owner of 478 Abbott common shar), The Enid K. Dilon Trust (owner of3,OOO Abbott common
 

shar), and Cornelia Cerf(ownerof300 Abbott common shars), though their attorney, Sus L. Hall, 2818 
Connecicut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20008, have infonned Abbott that they intend to prent the 
following proposal at the meeting. 

WHRES, statistics published by reseach oversight bodies in Nort America and Europe document that the vast 
majority of painful and distring animal experiments ar conducted to satisfy outdated, governent-mandated 
testing reuirmentsl and that such testing is on the rise;2 and 

WHERES, nealy 600Ai of animals used in regulatory testing suffer pain raging frm moderate to severe, all the 
way to pain nea, at, or above the pain tolerace threhold,3 generally Without any pain relief; and 

WHEREAS, non-aimal test methods ar generally less expensive,4 more rapid, and always more humane, than 
animal-bd tests; and 

WHREAS, unlike animal tests, non-animal method have been scientifically validated and/or accepted as total 
replacements for the following five toxicity endpoints: skin corrion (irrversible tissue daage), skin irrtation
 

(milder and reversible damage), skin absorption (the rate of chemical penetrtion), phototoxicity (an inflammatory 
rection caused by the interaction of a chemical with sunlight), and pyrgenicity (a fever-like recton that ca occur 
when certin intrvenous drgs interact with the imune system); 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the sharholders reques that the Board: 

i. Commit specifcally to using only non-animal methods for assessing skin corrsion, irrtation, absorption,
 
phototoxicity and pyrogenicity.
 

2. Confin that it is in the Compay's best interet to commit to replacing animal-baed tests with non-animal 
method. 

3. Petition the relevant regulatory agencies requirig safety testing for the Compay's products to accept as
 

total replacements for animal-basd methods, those approved non-animal methods desribe above, along 
with any oters curntly used and accepted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
 

Development (OECD) and other developed countries. 

Proponent's Statement in Support or Shareholder Proposal 

This Resolution is designed to hanonize the interests of sound science with the elimination of animal-based test 
methods where non-animal methodologies exist. It seeks to encourage the relevant regulatory agencies to join their 

pe in accepting validated in vitro and other non-animal test method. It wil not compromise consumer safety or 
violate applicale statutes and regulations.
 

Furer, this Reslution commits the Compay to end animal testing for five specific endpoints in favor of 
 valid 
non-animal methods. These include the 3T3 Neutrl Red Uptake Phototoxicity Test, human skin equivalent tests for 
corrsivity, and a human blood-basd test for pyroenicity, all of which have ben succesfully validated through 
the Eurpea Centr for the Validation of Alternate Method.' Several non-animal methods have als been adopted
 

as Test Guidelines by the OECD6 (an allance 0(30 member countres including the US, EU, Japa, Canada and 
Auslia). Regulatory agencies in OECD member countres ar not at libert to reject data frm non-animal tests for 
ski corrsion, skin absorption and phototoxicity where such data have ben generated in accordace with an OECD 
Tes Guideline. 

We ure shareholders to support this Resolution. 

(I) CCC Anim Use Suey - 2001: hap:JJw.i:.caenglisACTllfral.hlm

(2) Stai; orSáiiric Prur 01 Living Animals - Orel Bñia - 20. hUp:/Jw.ollicumlS.co.ukldoci8IS886S886.hii 
(3) CCC Anim Use Surey - 2001. 
(4) De MJ an Holliner MA (E.). (202). Hanbok ofToxlcoog &co Ed. 1414 pp. Wasingtn, DC: eRe Pr.
 
(S) ECVAM websit: hl1:/Iecjicii
 

(6) OEC teguilinc:: htp://w.oec.orgdocumen1f,2,en_2649_34377_19160S4_1_1_I_l,OO.himl.
 



Directors' Statement in Opposition to the Shareholder Proposal Concerning In Jlitro Testing (Item 5 on 
Proxy Card) 

The company us in vitro (non-animal) tests, including those mentioned in the proposal, where the methods have 
been proven as scientifically valid and approved by reulatoiy agencies arund the world. Abbotts preference is to 
us in vitro tests whenever appropriate, if these tests do not compromise patient safety or the effectiveness of our 
medicines. 

The requirement of this proposal to replace all animal-baed tets with in vitro tests is unfeasible. There ar 
insuffcient in vitro tests approved and available to allow Abbott to discover and test new medicines. It has been 
scientifically proven that many in vitro tests do not mimic the tre biological stte, and therefore, canot be relied 
upon to detennine safety and effcacy of medicines. To date, in vitro tests can comprise but a small component of 
overall testig that is requird by regulatory bodies. Abbott is requir by national and international regulatory
 

agencies to us in vivo (animal) teting to meet our commitment to provide patients with safe and effective 
medicines. 

Abbott respects the unique role animals have played in advancing medical discovery, without which milions of 
people would not relize the benefits of the many trtments that improve and save lives. Abbotts animal welfare 
and tratment policies and practices reflect industr best stadards. Our progr and facilties meet regulations of 
the United States, Eupea Union and other countres, including the U.S. Animal Welfar Act and the stadar 
estalished by the National Reseah Council's Guide for the Care and Use of Labratory Animals. Abbotts 
progr has been accredited by the Association for Assesment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Car
 

International (AALAC) since 1975. In past site reviews by AAALAC, our company's progr has been noted to 
be exemplar. 

The board of dirctors recommends that you vote AGAINST the proposa. 
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Item 4. Submission of Matters to a Vote of Security Holders 

Abbott Laboratories held its Annual Meeting of Shareholders on Apri124, 2009. The fòllowing is a 
summary of the matters voted on at that meeting. 

shareholders elected Abbott's entire. Board of Directors. The persons elected to Abbott's HOard of 

Directors and the llunber of shares cast fOr and the nUlriber of shares withheld, with respeCÎ tOeilchofthese 
(a) The 


persons, were as follows: 

NIUIlC Votes For Votes Witbheld 

(b) Thcshare!)aldersapprovcd the Abbott Labpri!tories2009 Incentive Stock Program. The number of shares 
castin lavol'ofthe approval ofthe AhhottJ,llboralories2009 Incentive Stock Program, the Iluinberagainst, 

the number abstaining. and the IlUltlberofbtøkcr non-votes were as follows: 

For Against Abstaiii Uroker Non-Vote 

24 



(c) The shareholders approved the Abbott Laboratories 2009 Employee Stock PlIrclinsePlan for Non-U.S. 
Employees. The number of slmres cast in favor of the iipproval of the Abbott Laboratories 2009 Employee 
Stock Purchase Plan fer Non-U.S. Employees, the number against, the number abstaining, and the number 
of broker non-votes were nsJollows: 

For Against Alistiiin Brokcr Non- Vntc 

(d) The sliarelioldersratifed the appointment of Deloitte & Touche LLP as Abbott's auditors. '£11e number of 
shares cast in favor of the ratifcation of Deloitte & Touche LLP, the number against, and the number 
abstaining were as fellows: 

1"01' . Agaiust Absliiiu 

(e) The shareholders rejected a shn~holder proposal on animaltesting; The number of shares cast in favor of 
the shareholder proposal,. the nurnber against, the nmnberabstaining, imd the number of broker non-Votes 
were as follows: 

For Against Alisiiin Urolu:r Nou. Vott 

(1) The shareholders rejected a sharehølder proposal on health care principles. The ninber of shares eust in 
favor of the shareholder proposal, the nUmber ugainst, the number abstaining, and the number of broker 
non-votes were as follows: 

Fnr A¡¡Rilis! Absliiin Broker Non-\,()c 

(g) The shareholders rejectedashiireholdcr proposal 011 advisory yote. The miinberof shares cast in favor of 
the shareholder proposal, tbelìlrnher against, the number abstaining, and the number of broker non-votes 
were as follows: 

J.oi' Againsi AbSi:lÎu Broker Noii-Votc 

Item 6. Ji~hibit!i 

lneorpormcdby reference to the Exhibit Index Încluqed herewith. 
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Novmber 24. 2009 Via Federal Exss 

Daniel K1nbum 
Genera Counsel
 
Physicins Comitee for Responsible Medicne
 

5100 Wiscosin Aveue, NW, Suit 400 
Washinon, DC 20016
 

Dear Mr. K1nbum: 

This lettr acknoedges timely rept of th shareholder proosal and pro of

owrship you submit on beha of tw sharholder pronents, Mr. Jamie 
Mon and Ms. Cynthia Kapla, fo whm you are actng In the capaci ofr autori reresentti. Our 2010 Sharehoers metig Is currntly
 
sceduled to be hel on Friday, Aprl 23, 2010. 

Abbot has not yet review the proposl to determine If It coplies wi th
 

oter reuIreents for sharelder pros found In Rule 148- and 1489
 
under the Securiie Exchange Ac of 193 and re th riht to ta
 
approriate acton unde suc rules if it doe not 

Plèase let me know If you shuld have any quetins. Thank you. 

Veiy l;rs,
 

~
cc John A. Berr
 

f" 
=i Abbo
 
L. A Aa fG L1
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DANIEL KINBUR 
General Counsel 
Writets Dirct Numer: 202.686.2210 ext. 380
 

Writets Direct Fax: 202.527.7415
 

Writets E-Mail: DKinbum~pcnn.org 

8, 2010January 

VIA E-MAL 
Office of Oief Counel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securties and Exchange Commssion 
100 F St., N.E. 
Washington, D.C 20549 
E-Mail: shareholderproposalslß sec.gov 

Re: Inclusion of Shareholder Proposal in the 2010 Proxy Materials for Abbott Laboratories. 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

As General Counsel of the Physicians Commttee for Responsible Medicine ("PCRM"), I am 
the authoried representative for Mr. Jame Mora and Ms. Cynthia Kaplan ("the Proponents"). On 
their behal, I am submitting this letter in response to a no-action request ("Request') that Abbott 
Laboratories ("the Company" or "Abbott") emailed to the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commsion's Division of Corporation Finance ("Division") on Dec. 22, 2009. See Atchment A 
In the Request, Abbott asked the Division to concur with its intention to omit the Proposal (see 
Attchment B) submitted by 
 the Proponents on Nov. 17,2009. Specifically, Abbott improperly 
contends that the Proposal may be excluded under Rues 14a-8(~(11) and 14a-8(i)(12). Because the 
Nov., 16,2009 proposal submitted by the Humae Society 
 of the United States ("HSUS") has been 
or wi be withdrawn, the argnt under rue 14a-8(~(11) is moot. For the reasons discussed 
below, I request that the Division deny 
 the Company's Request. 

ANAL YSIS 

A. The Proposal is substantially simar to the 2009 proposal. 

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(12)(~, a company may exclude a proposal from its proxy material for 
any meeting held with 3 years of the last time a substantialy simar proposal was included in the 
company's proxy materials, when the proposal received less than 3% of the vote if proposed once 
within the preceding calendar year. In 2009, Abbott included a proposal ("the 2009 proposal")

submitted by PCR òn behal of several proponents. The proposal received 5% of the vote, 
exceeding the voting percentage for resubmission in rule 14a-8(~(12)(n. Thus, the Proposal, 
admttedly substantialy 
 the same as the 2009 proposal, wa submitted once again by PCR for 
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inclusion in Abbotts 2010 proxy matenals Because the prior submision satisfied the threshold
 
votig requiement, the Proposal should be included in the proxy materials.
 

B. The PCR Proposals substantialy differ from the PETA proposal. 

However, Abbott attempts to identify the Proposal and the 2009 proposal ("the PCR 
Proposals") as being substatially 
 the same as an earlier proposal ("the PETA proposal) included in 
its 2005 proxy 
 materials. The PETA proposal requested specific action from the Board: to use non
anl methods for five specific tests, to confir that thi is in the Company's best interest, and to 
petition regulatory agencies to accept these test replacements. On the other hand, the PCR 
Proposals sought report that would increase the trnnsparencyaround the entirety 
 of Abbott's 
curent and futur use of animls. The substantive concern of the PET A proposal was strctly
 

lited to having Abbott replace five very specific testig areas with non-anl methods. The 
substative concern of the PCR Proposals is to provide shareholders with inormtion about the 
Company's use of anims. Due to these diferent substative concern, Abbott improperly 
attempts to exclude the Proposal under rue 14a-8(~(12)(ii) by 


aricially imposing an increased 
votig threshold of 6%.
 

By categoriing all shareholder proposals relatig in any way to any anil as the same 
substative concern, Abbott would have the Division disregar the countless imponat social and 
public policy issues associated with anls as 1) sentient beings; and 2) in respect of their welfare; 
and 3) as scientifically inppropnate subjects for many scientific testig puiposes, exposing 
companies such as Abbott to enormous liabilty 
 when their an tested drgs fai when used by 
people; and 4) as valued items in conuerce; and 5) as subject to reguatory restrctions and
 

restrictions under State and federa cruelty laws on their use and treatment; 6) etc. The concept that 
the use of the word "animl" in any shareholder proposal makes that proposal the same as every 
other proposal using that word creates an irtional category 
 with no puiose but to lit the abilty
 
of shareholders to vote on vastly diferent proposals. Abbott's approach is ak to alowig any 
proposal relating to hum concerns to be articially dubbed substantially simar to any 
 other 
proposal with hum concerns. If Abbott's anificial approach were correct, then a proposal relating 
to a company's executive compensation scheme would be substantiay simar to one relating to 
human harm from environmental discharges of that same coipration. Both relate to people (note 
that since hums are, from a scientiic point of view, non- hum prites, people could be
 
considered pan of Abbott's anl category), but the proposals are not substatiy simar
 

C. Relevant no-action letters favor inclusion of the Proposal. 

In Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company (Dec. 13, 2004), the Division did not concur with the
 
company's decision to exclude a proposal seekig to retur the word "against' to all voting cards.
 
The earlier proposal sought the replacement of "except" with "against" in one colum and the
 

,removal of a statement on the voting cards. Although both proposal dealt with use of the word 
"againt," the second proposal sought application to all voting cards. Wrigley 


is simar to the case.
 

at hand. The PETA proposal sought future replacement of five specific anim testing methods. 

Just as the second proposal in Wrigley sought an expansion on the application of the word 
"against," the Proposal here seeks an expansion, but only in term of inormtion. Because the 
Proposal not only seeks diferent actions, but under Wrigley, bears a diferent scope, the Proposal is 
not excludable under rue 14a-8(i)(12). 
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In Cooper Industries. Inc. Gan. 14,2002), the Division did not concur with the company's 
decision to exclude a proposal requestig a sustabilty report; The earlier proposal sought a
 

repon on or establihment of labor stadards. Although the second proposal referenced the need to
 

address social and environmental issues, the overlap in reponing on labor concerns did not equate 
to substatial simarity. Here, the overlap with the curent Proposál is even smaller than in Cooper.
 

The overlap in this sitution involves five anl tests. However, the PETA proposal sought future 
replacement of five ani testig methods, but the PCR Proposals seeks data on all use of 
ani for all purposes. Under Cooper, the PCR Proposals are not substantially simr to the
 

PETA proposaL. 

In MattI. Inc. (Mach 24, 2008), the Division did not concur with the company's decision to
 

exclude a proposal seekig a report on product safety and qualty. The earlier proposal sought 
inormtion on workig and living conditions. While both of the proposals requested data related to 
worklace safety, the substative concerns were different. The workig and living conditions of 
employees is substatially diferent than the safety and quality of products. However, as businesses 
and their operations are multi-faceted, proposals cannot be expected to be free from overlap. The 
situation here is even more dissimar than in MatteI. The PETA proposal requested replacement of 
five anl testing methods. The PCR Proposal request data òn curent animl testing use. In 
MatteI, the overlap wa the request for simar inomition. Here, the overlap involves the same
 

business function, an testing, but seeks diverse actions: replacement vs. trnsparency 
 of use.
 

Under Mattel, the PCR Proposals are not substatially simar to the PETA proposal. 

In Loews Corporation (Feb. 12, 1999), the Division did not concur with the company's 
decision to exclude a proposal that addressed its tobacco operation. The firt proposal sought to 
implement a policy to cur teenage smokig of the company's products. The second proposal
 

sought to li executive compensation with decreased teenage consumption of the company's
 

products. One of the main components of the company's business in Loews was its tobacco 
operations. It was untenable to exclude a proposal simply by generally relatig it to some aspect of 
tht ma component. Simarly, one of Abbott's ma business components involves the use of 
animls. Just as the decrease in teenage consumption was a genera concern for Loews, the use of 
anims is a general concern for al of the 
 proposals at issue here. However, under Loews, if seekig 
a new policy is diferent from changing sales based on the same policy, imlementig non-anl 
tests is different from reponing the use of anim in testig. 

Simary, in American Brads Gan. 6, 1995), the Division did not concur in the company's 
effort to exclude a proposal seekig separtion of its tobacco operations from non-tobacco 
operations. Although two earlier proposals sought to end the company's tobacco operations, the 
non-excludable proposal focused on the economic concerns. Despite a sim result, a proposal to 
end tobacco operations was substantilly diferent from a proposal requesting fiscal prudence in 
closing down the tobacco operations. Here, there may be some overlapping results if the 2005 
proposal were implemented compared to implementation of the PCR Proposal. However, as in 
American Brands, the substantive concerns are substatially different. Sæ alo Proctor & Gamble 

Guly27, 1988) (proposal seeki report on animl use not substatially simr to proposal seekig
 
an end to animl testing and disclosure of products tested on ans.); McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation Gan. 23,1995) (proposal seekig conversion of mitaiyproducing assets for 
commercial use was not substantially simar to proposals seekig report on mitar sales.); Bristol-
Myers Sqmbb Company (Mrch 7,1991) (Proposal seekig active and defined course of action on 
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anl testing was not substantiy simr to proposals seekig a passive cause of action to provide
 

data on anil testing.); and United States Surgical Corporation (Feb. 21,1990) (proposal seekig
 

inormtion on contiued use of dogs was not substantialy simar to a proposal requestig 
termation of the use of dogs.). 

The rnjontyof no-action letters cited by Abbott are inapplicable to the curnt sitution in
 

abonion movement by not funding abonIon cliics.); Wyeth (Feb. 15, 2008) (The proposal seekig a 

that the proposals in the cited no-action letters were substatially simar. Sæ Bnstol-Myers Squibb 
Co. (Feb. 6, 1996) (The proposal seekig the company to promote the anti-abonion movement 
through education was excludable because earlier proposals asked the company to promote the anti-

report on adherence to lower anl care standards in foreIgn countres was excludable because
 

earlier proposals addrssed the implementation of supenor care stadads for alllaboratones.); 
Pfizr. Inc. (Feb. 25, 2008) (Te proposal seekig how the company resolved and prevented Anim 
Welfare Act violations was excludable because earlier 
 proposal sought policy 
 changes to address the
same tyes of issues in the Anl Welfare Act.); Proctor & Gamble Co. auly 31,2009) (Te 
proposal seekig the feasibilty of ending all animl testing wa excludable because earlier proposals
 

sought compliance with policies tht would use alterntives and end all animl testing.); Barr 
Pharmceuticals Inc. (Sept. 25, 2006) (Te proposal seekig the adoption of the 3Rs (refine, reduce, 
and replace animl use) and animl care standards was excludable because the earler proposal asked 
the company 
 to agree to replace animl use.); Medtronic. Inc. aune 2,2005) and Bank of Amenca 
Corp. (Feb. 25, 2005) (The proposals each seekig a lit of all chantable contnbutions were 
excludable because the earler proposals sought to end al chantable contrbutions.); Dow Jones & 
Co.. Inc. (Dec. 17,2004) (proposal seekig inormtion on donation process tht applies to one 
organiztion was excludable because earlier proposal sought inormtion on donation process 
applicable to all organtions.); Sak Inc. (Mrch 1,2004) (Proposal seekig compliance with 
specific labor stadards was excludable because earlier proposal sought compliance with same labor 
standards.); and Bnstol- Myers Squibb Company (Feb. 11, 2004) (proposal seekig pnce restraint and 
control policy for pharmceuticals was excludable because earlier proposal sought pnce restrt and 

control of pharmceutical pnces.). 

Additionally, Abbott cites two Abbott-specific no-action lettrs decided in its favor. In 
Abbott Laboratones (Feb. 28, 2006), Abbott excluded a proposal requesting a feasibilty 
 anysis on
 
a future application of a welfare policy 
 for contrct labs using anim testig methods. The earlier 
proposal requested a future commtment to use five non-anim testing methods. Both of these 
forward-lookig proposals focused on future efforts that Abbott could implement as related to 
anl testing methods. In Abbott Laboratones (Feb. 5, 2007), Abbott excluded a proposal that
 

sought a feasibilty 
 analysis of implementing in vitro, non-anil methodology. The earlier proposal 
sought a commtment to implementing non-anim methodology. Both of these forward-lookig 
proposals focused on the futur implementation of non-animl methodology. The 2006 and 2007 
Abbott letters are diferent and inaptly 
 applied to the curnt sitution. Here, the current Proposal
 

seeks increased trasparency 
 about existig informtion: curent animl use, past actions, and 
curent plas, if any, on the contiued use of anls. The PETA proposal sought a replacement of
 

five veiy specific anil-testing methods. Thus, the Proposal seeks existing data related to anil
 

use, not a feasibilty analysis of the future replacement of five antestig methods. Because the 
curent situation differs from the 2006 and 2007 Abbott letters, the Division should not apply 
 them. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Abbott's articial categorition of all anl concerns as one 
concern does not justify exclusion under rue 14a-8(~(12). In light of recent Division no-action 
lettrs, I respectfuly request the Division to advise Abbott that it wi tak enforcement action if 
Abbott fais to include the Proposal in its 2010 proxy materials. Please contact me if you have any 
questions or requests for fuer inonntion at dkiburn(åpcrmorg or 202.686.2210 ext. 380. 

Very truy your,~~ 
Daniel Kinburn 
PC Geal Coel 

DK/kl 
Enclosures 

Q: John A Barr, Divisional Vice President and Associate General Counsel 
Mr. Jamie Mora 
Ms. Cynthia Kapla 
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PCRMP H Y SiC I A N S 
DANIEL KlNBUR 
General Counsel 
Writets Direct Numer: 202.686.2210 ext. 380
 

Writets Direct Fax: 202.527.7415
 

Writets E-Mail: DKinbum&ìpcrm.org 

8, 2010January 

VIA E-MAL 
Office of dief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securties and Exchange Commssion 
100 F St., N.E. 
Washigton, D.C. 20549
 

E-Mail: shareholderproposals&ì sec.gov
 

Re: Inclusion of Shareholder Proposal in the 2010 Proxy Materials for Abbott Laboratories. 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

As General Counsel of the Physicians Commttee for Responsible Medicine ("PCRM"), I am 
the authoried representative for Mr. Jame Moran and Ms. Cynthia Kaplan ("the Proponents"). On 
their behalf, I am submitting this letter in response to a no-action request ("Request") that Abbott 
Laboratories ("the Company" or 
 "Abbott") emailed to the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commssion's Division of Corporation Finance ("Division") on Dec. 22, 2009. Sæ Atchment A 
In the Request, Abbott asked the Division to concur with its intention to omit the Proposal (sæ 
Attchment B) submitted by 
 the Proponents on Nov. 17,2009. Specifically, Abbott improperly 
contends that the Proposal may be excluded under Rules 14a-8(i)(11) and 14a-8(i)(12). Because the 
Nov., 16,2009 proposal submitted by the Humae Society 
 of the United States ("HSUS") has been 
or wi be withdrawn, the argent under rule 14a-8(i)(11) is moot. For the reasons discussed 
below, I request that the Division deny the Company's Request. 

ANALYSIS 

A. The Proposal is substantially simiar to the 2009 proposal. 

Under Rule 14a-8W(12)(i), a company may exclude a proposal from its proxy materials for 
any meeting held with 3 years of the last time a substantially simar proposal was included in the 
company's proxy materials, when the proposal received less than 3% of the vote if proposed once 
within the preceding calendar years. In 2009, Abbott included a proposal ("the 2009 proposal")
submitted by PCR on behalf of several proponents. The proposal received 5% of the vote, 
exceeding the voting percentage for resubmission in rule 14a-8(i)(12)(i). Thus, the Proposal, 
admittedly substantially 
 the same as the 2009 proposal, was submitted once again by PCR for 
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inclusion in Abbott's 2010 proxy materials. Because the prior submision satisfied the threshold 
voting requirement, the Proposal should be included in the proxy materials. 

B. The PCR Proposals substantialy difer from the PET A proposal. 

However, Abbott attempts to identify the Proposal and the 2009 proposal ("the PCR 
Proposals") as being substantially the same as an earlier proposal ("the PETA proposal") included in 
its 2005 proxy materials. The PETA proposal requested specific action from the Board: to use non
anil methods for five specific tests, to confir that th is in the Company's best interest, and to 
petition regulatoiy agencies to accept these test replacements. On the other hand, the PCR 
Proposals sought report that would increase the transparency 
 around the entirety of Abbott's 
curent and future use of animls. The substantive concern of the PETA proposal was strictly 
lited to having Abbott replace five veiy specific testig areas with non-anl methods. The 
substantive concern of the PCR Proposals is to provide shareholders with inormtion about the 
Company's use of anims. Due to these different substative concern, Abbott improperly 
attempts to exclude the Proposal under rue 14a-8(~(12)(ii) by artificially imposing an increased 
voting threshold of 6%. 

By categoriing all shareholder proposals relating in any way to any animl as the same 
substantive concern, Abbott would have the Division disregard the countless importt social and
 

public policy issues associated with animls as 1) sentient beings; and 2) in respect of their welfare; 
and 3) as scientifically inappropriate subjects for many 
 scientific testig purposes, exposing 
companies such as Abbott to enormous liabilty 
 when their animl tested drgs fail when used by 
people; and 4) as valued items in commerce; and 5) as subject to regulatoiy restrictions and 
restrictions under State and federal cruelty laws on their use and treatment; 6) etc. The concept that 
the use of the word "animl" in any shareholder proposal mas that proposal the same as eveiy 
other proposal using that word creates an irtional categoiy with no purpose but to limit the abilty 
of shareholders to vote on vastly different proposals. Abbott's approach is ak to allowig any 
proposal relating to humn concerns to be articially dubbed substantially simar to any other 
proposal with huma concerns. If Abbott's artificial approach were correct, then a proposal relating 
to a company's executive compensation scheme would be substantially simar to one relating to 
human harm from environmental discharges of that same corporation. Both relate to people (note 
that since humns are, from a scientiic point of view, non-huma prites, people could be 
considered part of Abbott's animl categoiy), but the proposals are not substantially 
 simar 

C. Relevant no-action letters favor inclusion of the Proposal. 

In Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company (Dec. 13, 2004), the Division did not concur with the 
company's decision to exclude a proposal seekig to retur the word "against" to all voting cards. 
The earlier proposal sought the replacement of "except" with "against" in one column and the 
removal of a statement on the voting cards. Although both proposals dealt with use of the word 
"against," the second proposal sought application to all voting cards. Wrigley is simar to the case 
at hand. The PETA proposal sought future replacement of five specific animl testing methods. 

Just as the second proposal in Wrigley sought an expansion on the application of the word 
"against," the Proposal here seeks an expansion, but only in term of inormtion. Because the 
Proposal not only seeks different actions, but under Wrigley, bears a different scope, the Proposal is 
not excludable under rule 14a-8(i)(12). 
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In Cooper Industries. Inc. Gan. 14,2002), the Division did not concur with the company's 
decision to exclude a proposal requestig a sustainbilty report. The earlier proposal sought a
 

report on or establihment of labor standards. Although the second proposal referenced the need to
 

address social and environmental issues, the overlap in reporting on labor concerns did not equate 
to substatial simarity. Here, the overlap with the curent Proposal is even smaller than in Cooper.
 

The overlap in this sitution involves five anil tests. However, the PETA proposal sought future 
replacement of five animl testig methods, but the PCR Proposals seeks data on all use of 
anis for all purposes. Under Cooper, the PeR Proposals are not substantially simr to the 
PETA proposal. 

In MatteI. Inc. (March 24, 2008), the Division did not concur with the company's decision to 
exclude a proposal seekig a report on product safety and quality. The earlier proposal sought 
inormtion on workig and living conditions. While both of the proposals requested data related to 
workplace safety, the substantive concerns were different. The workig and living conditions of 
employees is substantially diferent than the safety and quality of products. However, as businesses 
and their operations are multi-faceted, proposals cannot be expected to be free from overlap. The 
situation here is even more dissimar than in MatteI. The PE TA proposal requested replacement of 
five anl testing methods. The PCR Proposals request data on curent animl testing use. In 
MatteI, the overlap was the request for ,simar inormtion. Here, the overlap involves the same 
business function, anil testing, but seeks diverse actions: replacement vs. trnsparency of use.
 

Under MatteI, the PCR Proposals are not substantially simar to the PET A proposal. 

In Loews Coiporation (Feb. 12, 1999), the Division did not concur with the company's 
decision to exclude a proposal that addressed its tobacco operation. The firt proposal sought to 
implement a policy 
 to curb teenage smokig of the company's products. The second proposal 
sought to li executive compensation with decreased teenage consumption of the company's
 

products. One of the main components of the company's business in Loews was its tobacco 
operations. It was untenable to exclude a proposal simply by generally relating it to some aspect of 
that main component. Simarly, one of Abbott's ma business components involves the use of 
animls. Just as the decrease in teenage consumption was a general concern for Loews, the use of
 

anims is a general concern for all ofthe proposals at issue here. However, under Loews, if seekig 
a new policy is diferent from changing salaes based on the same policy, implementig non-anl 
tests is different from reporting the use of animls in testig. 

Simarly, in American Brads Gan. 6, 1995), the Division did not concur in the company's 
effort to exclude a proposal seekig separation of its tobacco operations from non-tobacco 
operations. Although two earlier proposals sought to end the company's tobacco operations, the 
non-excludable proposal focused on the economic concerns. Despite a sim result, a proposal to 
end tobacco operations was substantially different from a proposal requesting fiscal prudence in 
closing down the tobacco operations. Here, there may be some overlapping results if the 2005 
proposal were implemented compared to implementation of the PCR Proposals. However, as in 
American Brands, the substantive concerns are substantially different. Sæ also Proctor & Gamble 

Guly27, 1988) (proposal seekig report on animl use not substatiallysimrto proposal seekig
 
an end to animl testing and disclosure of products tested on anls.); McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation Gan. 23,1995) (Proposal seekig conversion of mitary 
 producing assets for 
commercial use was not substantially simarto proposals seekig reports on mitar sales.); Bristol-
Myers Squibb Company 
 (Mrch 7,1991) (Proposal seekig active and defined course of action on 
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anil testing was not substantiay simar to proposals seekig a passive cause of action to provide
 

data on anil testing.); and United States Surgical Corporation (Feb. 21,1990) (proposal seekig
 

inormtion on continued use of dogs was not substantialy simar to a proposal requesting 
temiation of the use of dogs.). 

The majority 
 of no-action letters cited by Abbott are inapplicable to the current situation in 
that the proposals in the cited no-action letters were substantially simar. Sæ Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Co. (Feb. 6, 1996) (The proposal seekig the company 
 to promote the anti-abortion movement 
through education was excludable because earlier proposals asked the company 
 to promote the anti
abortion movement by not funding abortion cliics.); Wyeth (Feb. 15, 2008) (The proposal seekig a 
report on adherence to lower anl care standards in foreign countries was excludable because
 

earlier proposals addressed the implementation of superior care stadards for all 
 laboratories.); 
Pfizr. Inc. (Feb. 25, 2008) (The proposal seekig how the company resolved and prevented Animl 
Welfare Act violations was excludable because earlier proposals sought policy changes to address the 
same tyes of issues in the Anl Welfare Act.); Proctor & Gamble Co. Ouly31, 2009) (The 
proposal seekig the feasibilty of ending all animl testing was excludable because earlier proposals
 

sought compliance with policies that would use alternatives and end all animl testing.); Barr 
Pharmceuticals Inc. (Sept. 25, 2006) (The proposal seekig the adoption of the 3Rs (refine, reduce, 
and replace animl use) and animl care standards was excludable because the earlier proposal asked 
the company to agree to replace animl use.); Medtronic. Inc. Oune 2, 2005) and Bank of America 
Corp. (Feb. 25, 2005) (The proposals each seekig a lit of all charitable contributions were 
excludable because the earlier proposals sought to end al charitable contrbutions.); Dow Jones & 
Co.. Inc. (Dec. 17,2004) (proposal seekig inormtion on donation process that applies to one 
organization was excludable because earlier proposal sought inormtion on donation process 
applicable to all organtions.); Saks Inc. (March 1, 2004) (Proposal seekig compliance with 
specific labor standards was excludable because earlier proposal sought compliance with same labor 
standards.); and Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (Feb. 11, 2004) (proposal seekig price restraint and 
control policy for pharmceuticals was excludable because earlier proposal sought price restraint and 
control of pharmceutical prices.). 

Additionally, Abbott cites two Abbott-specific no-action letters decided in its favor. In 
Abbott Laboratories (Feb. 28, 2006), Abbott excluded a proposal requesting a feasibilty analysis on 
a future application of a welfare policy for contrct labs using animl testing methods. The earlier 
proposal requested a future commtment to use five non-animl testing methods. Both of these 
forward-lookig proposals focused on future efforts that Abbott could implement as related to 
anil testing methods. In Abbott Laboratories (Feb. 5, 2007), Abbott excluded a proposal that
 

sought a feasibilty analysis of implementing. in vitro, non-animl methodology. The earlier proposal 
sought a commtment to implementing non-animl methodology. Both of these forward-looki
 

proposals focused on the future implementation of non-animl methodology. The 2006 and 2007 
Abbott letters are diferent and inaptly 
 applied to the curent situation. Here, the current Proposal 
seeks increased transparency 
 about existing informtion: curent animl use, past actions, and 
current plans, if any, on the contiued use of anils. The PETA proposal sought a replacement of 
five very specific anil-testing methods. Thus, the Proposal seeks existing data related to anil 

use, not a feasibilty analysis of the future replacement of five animl-testing methods. Because the 
current situation differs from the 2006 and 2007 Abbott letters, the Division should not apply 
 them. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Abbott's articial categorition of al anl concerns as one
 

concern does not justify 
 exclusion under rule 14a-8(i)(12). In light of recent Division no-action 
letters, I respectfuly request the Division to advise Abbott that it wi take enforcement action if' 
Abbott fails to include the Proposal in its 2010 proxy materials. Please contact me if you have any 
questions or requests for fuher inonntion at dkiburnaì pcrm.ori or 202.686.2210 ext. 380. 

Very truly your,~~ 
Daniel Kinburn 
PC Geal Coel 

DK/kl 
Enclosures 

Cc: John A. Barr, Divisional Vice President and Associate General Counsel
 

Mr. Jamie Moran 
Ms. Cynthia Kapla 
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ATTACHMENT A: 

ABBOTT LABORATORIES 
NO-ACTION REQUEST 

(December 22, 2009). ' 



Jchn A. Bery At)\OlI Laboratories kl: (84 71 93!l 3591
Disional Vice Presidet an StJcurlies and Bencliis Fax: (847)938 9492 
Assoiate Genera! Ccunsel Depl. 32L. Bldg, AP6A.2 Jotin.berr¡nalJbott.ccm 

100 Abbott Park Road 
Alibott Park.1L GCOO.6011 

December 22, 2009 

Vi EmaU
 

Shehdero9DO~als~se.gg'l 
Seurities and Exchane Commssion 
Divsin of Corpoation Fmance 
Offic of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street. N.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: Abbott laoratories-Sharehlder Proposal Subittd by Jamie Mora and Cynthia
 

Kaplan 

ladies and Gentlemen: 

On behalf of Abbott laratories and pursuant to Rule 14a-8() under th Securities Exchange
 

Ac of 1934, I hereby request confirmatio that the Staff of the Securities and Exchane 
Comission wil not recommend enforcement acton if, in reliance on Rule 14a-8, we exclude a 
proposal submitted by Jamie Moran an Cythia Kaplan (te ~Proponents") from the 
 proxy 
materials for Abbott's 2010 annual sharehders' meeting, which we expe to file in definitive 
form with the Commissio on or abt March 15, 2010. 

We received a notice on behalf of the Proponents on November 17, 2009, submittin the 
proposl for consideration at our 2010 annual shareholders' meetlng. Th propsal (a copy of 
which, together with the suppoing statement, is atthed as Exhibit A) (the "Propl") reads 
as follows:
 

RESOLVED: sharehlders enourage Abtt laratores ("Abbotl) to 
 Increase Its 
corpte social resposibilty and transparency around 
 the use of animals In research 
and prodt testing, by including informatio on animal use in the annual Global 
Citizenship Repo ("Repor"). We encouage the Repor to Inclde non-propieta 
information, as follos: (1) specie, numbers, and generl 
 of eac us (e.g., 
reseach and develoment, efficacy testng, or toxicity teing), and (2) Abbott's effors 

purpo 

in the preceding year and future goals towards reducing and replacing animal use. 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-80); i have enclosed the Propo an this letter, which sets for th
 

grouds upon which we deem omissio of the Propsal to be proper. I have also enclosed a 
copy of all relevant correspondence exchanged with the Proponents. Pursunt to Rule 14a-8(), 
a copy of this letter Is being sent to notify the Proponents of our intention to omit the Proposal 
from our 2010 proxy materials. 

Abbott 
A Promise lor L.fl. 
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We believe that the Proposa may be propery omied from Abbotts 2010 proxy materials 
pursut to Rule 14a-8 for the reaons set fort below. 

I. The Proposal may be propely omlltdunde Rule 141-8(1)(12)(11) becuse it deals wft 
substantially Ule same subjec mattr as Ule prior proposals tht were Inclded In our 
200 and 2005 proxy materials and the mos recntly submied of those proposas did 
not reive the suppor necssary for resubmlsslon.
 

Rule 14a-8~)(12)(jj) permits the exclusion of a shareholder propsal dealing wit "substatially
 

the sae subject matter as another proposl or propsals tht has or have been previously
 

included In the company's proxy materlls within the preceding 5 calendar year" If the 
proposal recelved "less than 6% of the vote on Its last submission to shareholders if propd 
twe previously within the preceding 5 calenda years. . . H 

We included a proposal (te U2oo9 Propsal") in our 2009 proxy materials filed on March 16, 
2009 which requested that Ab: 

· Prepare and issue a detailed report to sharehoders by November 30, 2009, addressin 
animal use in all of Abbott's research, development and testig coted by in-ho
 

or contracting . 
 laboratories and incorprating: (1) an animal use Inventor, inluding, but 
not limited to deslgatis by species, numbers. and th nature and purpose of each 
use (e.g., research and development, effcacy, toxicity, and 
 (2) a wrien pla with a 
reasonable tlmeframe for replacing. reducing and (efining the use of animals (ll3RsU) in 
aU research, development an testing, where not otherise madated by law. 

· Consider creating a management poiton committed solely to ensurig Abbott's 
realization of th 3Rs. 

A copy of the 2009 Proposal as it appeared In our 200 proxy materials Is attched hereto as
 

Exhibit B. The Proposal and the 2009 Proposal are substatially simila for purp of Rule 
14a-8(IK12) since the substative conern of both proposals is animal-based testing and they 
both request a report on Abbott's current animal use and future goals and plans towards 
reduing the use of animals for research, development and testing. 

We also Included a proposal (the "200 Proposal") in our 2005 proxy materials filed on March 
18, 2005 which requested that Abbot: 

1. Comit specifically to using only non~animal methods for assessing skin 
corrosion, Irrtation, absortion, phototoxlcity and pyrogenlclty. 

2. Cofirm that it Is in the Company's best Interest to commit toreplaclng anlmal
based tests with non~anlmal methods. 
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3. Petiti the reJvant regulator agencies reqiring safety testlngfor th
 

Compay's products to accept as total replacements for anlmal~base method, 
those approvednon~anma methods desrid 
 above. al with any others 
currentl used and accepted by the Organizti for Economic Coperation and 
Development (OEeD) and other develoed countries.
 

A copy of the 2005 Proposal as It appeared In our 2005 proxy materials 
 is attac hereto as
 
Exhibit C. The Propo and the 2005 Proposal are substtily silar for purpes of Rule
 

14a-8(1)(12) since the substantive concern of both proposs Is animal-based testing. 

"Substantially the same subjct matter," as tht phrae Is used In 
 Rule 14a~8(i)(12). does not
mea that the 2005 Propsa, the 200 Propl and the Proposa must be exactly the sae. 
Althgh the predeessor to Rule 14a-8(l)12) required a propal to be "substatilly th same
 

propo" as prior proposals In order to permit exclusion, the Commission amended the rule In 
1983. In SEe Release No. 34-20091 (August 16, 1983), the Comission explained the reason 
for and meaning of the revision, statig: 

The Commission beUeves that this chage is necessar to signal a cle break from the
 

strict interpetive positon appied to th existing provision. Th Comiio is aware 
that the interpretatio of the new provision wil continue to Involve difficult subjective 
judgments, but anticipates that those judgments wil be based upon a consideration of 
the substantive concerns raised by a proposal rather than the speCific language or 
actions proposed to deal with those conerns. 

While the Staff initially seemed to take a ver restrictive view of the current version of Rule 
14a-8()(12) (see, e.g., Procter & Gamble Co. (July 27. 1988), which dealt with live anmal 
testi), more recently the Staff has made It clea tht Rule 14a-80)(12) does not require that
 

the proposals, or their Subject matts, be Identical in orde for a company to exclude the later
submied propos. Whn considein whether a proposa deal wit sustatially the sae 
subject matter, the Staff has Inceasingly focused on th "substive cons" rased 
 by the 
propol as the essential cosiderati, rath than the specJf language or cote acti
 

proposed to be taen. The staff has thus concurred 
 with the exclusion of prols under Rule 
14a-80)(12) when the'propoal in questi shares similar undeying soial or policy issues wit
 

a prior propoal, even if the subsequent proposa recommended that the comany tae different 
actions. 

For example, in Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. (Februaiy 6, 1996), the Staff permitted exclusion of a 
propo recommending that the boad of directors form a commiee 
 to formulate an 
eductinal plan to Inform women of the possible abfacient (aboron-causing) effects of any 
of the company's prodcts becase it dealt with substatilly the same subject matter as prior 
propoals aSkig the company to refrain from givng charitable contrbutions to organizatins 
that perform abors. Despite the different actions requested and the different subject matters 
of the prior propals (charitale contributions) and the proposal at Issue (consumer education),
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the substtive concern of both proposas was abrtn-related matters; thus the Stff 
concluded that the proposal at Issue dealt with substatially the same subject matter as th 
proposals regarding Uie company's charitable contributins.
 

More recenUy, In Procter & Gale Co. (Jul. 31, 200), the St permitted omssio of a
 

propl requesting a repo on th feasibilit of ending animal tetig within five years. While 
the most recent animal-based testing propol Included In a Procter & Gamble proxy statement 
wa identical to the shaeholder propol under consideration In 2009, one animal welfare
 

prol Included In an earlier proxy statement within the previous five calndar year peio had 
requested a repo on the company's compliance with its animal testing poJlcy and anther had 
reqested an end to animal testing an the adoption of animal welfe stadards. Alugh 
each of the three animal-based testig propsals Included In pror proxy statements requested 
different actions, I.e., ending animal testing, repog on the company's compiance with Its 
animal testi policy. and the adoption of animl welfare staards, the Staff concluded tht 
these propsals dealt with substially the same subject matter an pemitted exclusion of Uie
 

2009 proposal. 

Similary, In Pfizer Inc. (Feb. 25, 2008), the Staff permitted omission of a proposa requesting a 
repo on actions taken to correct vioJatlons of the Animal Welfare Act. Prio proposals included 
in Pfzer proxy statements had either requested reps discussing the feasiblut of amnding 
the company's animal welfare policy or the adoption of a polcy statet committng to use In
 

viúotests as replacements for animal-based 
 tests. Notwthstding the different actios 
requested, the Staff concluded that the proposal at Issue dealt with substatially the same 
subject matter and allowed the new proposal to be exclded from the company's proxy 
statement. 

In Wyeth (Feb. 15, 2008), the Staff allowed the exclusion of a propal requesting a repo 
describig the rationale and policies relating thereto for Increased expo of animal 
experimentation to countrs with lower animal welfare stadads on the grounds that it dealt 
with substatially the same subject matter as prior proposals requestig the adoption of an
 

animal welfare poJlcy and a comtment to use certain In vitro tests. 

Al, In Bar Pharceuticals Inc. (September 25, 2006), the Staff permitted the omission of a
 

proposal requestig that the copany adot an anima welfare policy tht addressed reducing, 
refiing and replacing its use of animals In research and testng and Implementig stadards of 
care for animals subject to testing. In a prior proposal, shaeholders had requested that the 
company commit to replacing animal-based tests with no-animal methods. Again, depite the 
diferent actins reqested an the diferent subject matters of the pri proposa (replacing 
animal-based testig) and the proposal at Issue (adopting animal welfare policies), the 
substtive concern of both proposals was reducing the use of animal-based testing and thus 
the Staff concluded that the proposal at Issue dealt wit substatially the sae subject matter.
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See also Medtronlc Inc. (June 2, 2005) an Bak of America Corp. (Februar 25, 200) 
(props requesting that the companies list all of thir politial an chriable contriutions on 
their websltes were excludable as they deat with substantially the same subject mattr as a 

pr proposa requesting that the companies cease making charitale contrtions); Do
 

Joes & Co,. In. (Decembr 17, 2004) (popsal requesting the company publis In its proxy 
material Information relatig to it press or donations to a parcular noprofit organization
 

wa excludable as It dealt wit substatially the sa suject matter as a prior propoal 
requestig an eXplanation of the prcedures govering all charle donations); Sa Inc.
 

(March 1, 200) (a propsa requesting the board of direcrs to implement a code of coduct 
based on international Laor Orgaization standards, estash an Independt moitoring 
process and annally repor on adherence to such coe was excludab as it de with
 

substatially the sae subject matter as a prio proposa requesting a repo on the company's
 

vendo labor stadards and compliane mechism); BristOi-Myers Sauibb Co. (Februar 11, 
20) (a propos requesting that th bod review pring and maretig policies an prepare a 
repo on how the company wUl respond to pressre to increase access 
 to prescripti drgs 
was excludable because It dealt with substtialy the sam subject matter as a prior prop 
reqestig the creation and implementation of a policy of price restint on pharceca 
proucts). But see Wm. Wriglsy Jr. Company (Decemb 13, 200) dealig wit two propols 
to add "against" to the proxy card; th Stff's resonse In this Instae may renect the inlusion
 

In the eaier but not the 
 later propsa of a request to also remove management's disetinar 
voting authorty where signed proxies did not specify a vote. 

Furer, in Abbott labortores (Febrar 5, 2007), the Staff allowed us to exclude a proposal
 

submitted for the 2007 proxy materials (th "2007 Proposa") pursuant to Rule 14a-8(1)(12)(I). 
The 2007 Proposal requested a report on the feasiblity of replacing the anmal-based "asites" 
method with In vitro non-anim methods and cell culture tecniques. Th Sta also allowed 
us, In Abbott laboratores (Februar 28, 2006), to exclude a similar propal submitted for the 
200 proxy materials (the 112006 Proposalll) pursuant to Rule 14a-86)(12)(1). The 2006 Propsal 
requested a repo on th feasiili of amending Abtt's curent poliie regarding animal
 

welfare to extend to contract laboratories. The Staff concurred tht both the 207 Propsa and 
the 200 Proposa Involved the same substantive concern - animal testing - as the 200 
Propo requesting that Abbott commit to using only non-animal testing products. Ths, under 
the Sta's Interpretatin of Rule 14a-8(1)(12)(O, the 2007 Propal, th 2006 Prop and the 
2005 Proposal all dealt with substatially the same subject matter. 

The Proposal requests that Abbott Include informatin on animl use and Its preceding years
 

efforts and fue goals towards redUcig animal use In the annual Glol Citzenship Repor, 

while the 200 Propl requested a repo on current animal use, includng a pla to replace, 
reduce and refine animl use, and the 2005 Proposal requested tht Abbot cease conductig 
animal-based tests and commit to replacing such tests with no-anima methods. Despite the 
different actions requested by the proposals, the 2009 Proposal, the 2005 Proposal and the 
Proposal deal with the same underlying substantive concern and thus SUbstatially th same 
subject matter for purposes of Rule 14a-8(1)(12) - replacing the methods of animal-based 
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testig conducted by or on behal of Abbo All three propal (whether In thir resptive
 

resolutions, recits or supporg statements) address animal use or th alleged pain and
 

abuses sufered by animals used In animal-based testing and argue that Abbott sh playa 
role in stopping such anùnal use, albeit through varing approahes. If anyting, the Prosal In
 

question Is even more similar to the 2009 Propos and the 2005 Proposa th the 2006 
Proposa was to the 2005 Propoal considered In Abbott labotories 
 (Febru 28, 206). this
Is because the 2006 Propos did not contain the express language found In the Proposal, th 
2009 Proposal and the 2005 Proposal regarding "replacing" animal-basd testing bu instead 
focused on amending Abtts animal use poicy to ensre superir stadards of cae for
 

animals used In testing. 

As evidenced in Exhibit 0, the 2009 Propoal received 5.0000 of the vote at our 2009 annual 
meeting of shareholders1. 

Since the 2009 Proposal failed to meet the required 6% thesd at the 2009 annual meetig of 
shareholers and the oter rule requirements are satisfied. the Propol may be excluded from 
the 2010 proxy materis pursant to Rule 14a-8(1)12)(II). 

II. If Abbot were to include the proposl submited by The Human Soiety of the Unit 
State In Its 2010 
 proxy statement, Ui Propol may be properly omit oode Rue 141
8(1(11) because it substntially duplicate that propos. 

Abtt received a proposal from The Humane SOCiety of the United States (the "Hume 
Society") on November 16, 2009 that is th SUbject of a separte no-acti lettr reques
 

submited by Abott. The Humane Soiety prop reads as follows: 

RESOLVED that - to Improve our bottom line, social responsibilty profile, and qualit of 
our reseach - sheholders encouage The Board of Directors to estalish a scedule 
for phasing out the use of chimpanzees in Invave research. This schedule should be 
posted on the Coany's website. 

Under Rule 14a-8(I)(11), a comany may exclude a proposal If It llsubstatially duplicate 
another proposal submittd to the company by anothr proponent that wil be Included In the 
company's proxy materials for the same meeting. II As discussed In the prio section, proposs 
do not have to be Identicl to share th same principal focus. 

The Proposal requests that Abtt InclUd information on animal us and Its curent and fuure 
efforts towards reducing animal use In th annual Global Citizenship Repor, while th Humane 

, Tabulatin Is as folows: votes ca 'or - 50.156.907 an votes cast aginst - 952,431,023. Purt to 
Uie Stffs POti on coting vot fo pus of Rule 14a-8(1)(12). abstnti and 
 brer novoes
 
were not included for purses of th caculall. see Stff lega Bul/eli No. 14, Question F.4
 

(July 13. 2001). 
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Soiety propos requests that Abtt develop a schedule to phase out the us of chimpanees
 

in invasive resech. Althoug the Humane Socety propl focuses on a single species, the 
prlclpa throst of both. proposals Is to reduce or phase out animal-base testing, an they are . 
therefore sUbstantially duplicative. Accordingly, If the Humae Society proposl 
 Is Inuded In 
Abtt's 2010 proxy statement, the Proposal may be exclUded from the 2010 proxy materials
 

pursuant to Rule 14a-8(1)(11) because Abbott received the.Humane Society propos first. 

111~ Conclusion
 

Fo th foregog reasons, i reques your confirmation that the Sta will not recomend any 
enforcement action to the Comission It the Proposal 
 is omitted from Abbott's 2010 proxy
 
mateials. To th extent that the reass set for in this letter are based on. matters of law,
 

pursuant to Ru 14a-8(2)(W) this letter al constitues an opinio of counel of the 
undersigned as an attorney licen and admitted to practice in the Stte of IIlis.
 

If the St has any questions with respect to the foregoing, or If for any rean 
 the Staff does
 
not agree that we may omit the Proposa from our 2010 proxy materals, please contat me at
 
847.938.3591 or Steven Scrogham at 847.938.6166. We may also be reached by facsimile at
 
847.938.9492 an would apprecIate It if you would send your response to us by facsimile to
 
that number. The Proponents' legal representative, Daniel Klnbu, may be reached by facsimile 
at 202.527.7450. 

Please acknOWledge receipt of this letter and the enclosures by date-staing the enclosed 
copy of ths letter and returning it to the waiing messenger. 

Very trly yours,
~~~ 
Joh A. Berry 

Divial Vice President,
 

Securitis and Beefits 
Domestic legal Operatios 

Enclosures 

cc: Jamie Moran and Cynthia Kaplan 
c/o Daniel Klnbum, General Consel 
Physicias Comittee for Responsibe Medicine
 

5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20016 
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2009 Proposal
 



Shareholder Proposal on Animal Testing (Item 5 on Proxy Card) 

The Physicia Committee for Resposible Medicine, SlOO Wissin Avenue, N.W., SUite 400, WashÍlgton, D.C.
 

20016, and 7 other propnents have ÍIfonned Abbott that lhy intend to prt the following prpo at ih
 

meedng. Abbtt wil prvid the prnents' names and addr to any shaehold who requets that inronation 
an if provide by a proponent to Abbtt, the nwnber of Abbott common sh held by that prent. 

Resolved: tht sharholders encourae ih Boa of Abbtt Labotos (" Abbtt") to pre an iss a detiled
 

repor to sharholder by November JO, 2009, incorpraing (I) an animal us inventory, inluding, but not limited
 

to deignaton by speies, numbers, and the nare and purpse of eac us (e.g., resarh an developmnt. 
effcay, toxicity), and (2) a writt plan with a reasonable timefie for replacing, reucing and iel1ing the us of
 

animals ("JIs") in all reseach, development and testing, where not othClise mandated by law. The report should 
addrss animal use in all of the Abbot's researh, development and tesng conducted by in.hous or contrcting 
laboories. Finlly, the Board should consider creing a management position committed solely to ensuing
 

Abbtts realizion of the JIs.
 

Proponent's Statement in Support or Shareholder Proposal 

Product developmen or testing on animals caies mol and scientific obligations to adher to the modm 
priciples of the JRs. As a result, replacement of animal testing has incresingly become a mater ofsigniric
 

conover, debae, and public policy concern. The scientific imperative for this change Is furtere not only by the 
high failur rate ofphaaceuticals, but by recent advances in genomics, systems biology, and computaionl 
biology. 

Astonishingly, 92% of drogs deemed safe and effective in animals, fail whe tested in human.(l) Out of 
 th 8% of
 
FDA-approve drgs, half are later relabele or withdrwn due to unticipaed, severe advers effects. A 96% 
failur ra not only challenges the reliabilty of animal experments to prict human safety and effcac, it crate 
enonnous risks oflitigatlon, adverse publicity, and wasd reures. DNgs with remarle promise for hwnan 
health can have delayed market entry, if at all, because misleading animal results may porty safe product as 
dangerou. 

In addring thes shortomings, Abbott should coider the rent report by the National Acamies' esteeme 
National Resh Council (''NRC"). Th report stted: "Advance in toxicogenomics, bioinfonnatics, systems 
biology, epigenics, and computationl toxicology cold trfon toxicity teting ft a system bad on whole-


animal teting to one founded primarily on in vitro metod..,) Th approaes wil improve effciency with cost 
cuttg, incrd speed, better, more predictive science bas on human rather th animal physiology, and reduce
 

anim us and sufferig. Abbotts aceleraed adoption of cutting edge 
 human-baed technologies potntially
enables incred prfitabilty of drg development, a strngtened leaersip role in pliceutical technolog, 
and advancement of the 31s' vision to replace aU animal us in resch and testing. 

With high falure rates and potential human healt implications of animal-tesd drgs, Abbott should cocretely 
outlne the implementation of alternatives tht wil safely and effectively address human health riks. We ure 
shholder to vote in favor of this proposa to require Abbott to repo an implementatio plan for the 31s an the 
replacement of animal.baed testing. 

Board or Diretors' Statement III Oppostion to the Shareholder Propoial on Animal Testlna (Item S on Proxy 
Card) 

FDA Tt/~"nce: Sltps 10 AlÑDnce 1M EMII,st PJi olClInICQ Ru,onh in i1 DtlolI qJlnWUIVl MtdJ7rni/I (von


Esba Anw c. 20). Ace oiii: btt:/fww.rda.ßOv/odsprdaelCCfemI12.btm. 
C2 Ttøcú T,stlnz in ii JI" CelÚ: A Visn an ø Smueg (NRC 20). 
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The Compay's policy is to keep live animal rearch to a minimum, and whe feasible and pennitted by law, 
alteatives to animal testin¡ wil be utilze. Abbott adhere to the priciple enumeraed in th 3Rs relatin¡ to
 

replacing. reducing and refiing th us of anima in all resear, development andtesting. The effor to advance
 

tho 3Rs is led by the Company's manag" of animal welfar an eompliaeo, who is a docor of veterina medicine. 
Abbtt alo has an Alternative Committee consisting of reseanh Staff an veterin who seh for alternatve
 

method that we can adopt into our progrs. In adition, in 200, we wil initia a Visiting SçientÍS Prgra to
 

focus on reanh into the 3Rs. 

In 200, Abbo crated an Animal Welfar Award prgr to reogniz individuals anor tes who work to
 

advanee animal welfar at Abbt through th adoption of one of the 3Rs. There ar three levels of awards that sere 
to regnize a rage of enhancements to the animal welfar progr. Abbott also brings in independt animl 
welfar consultts to preent semina, trining and to 
 serve as scientific collabraor to help our animal welfar
progr stay abreast ofbe prtices in the researh ar. 

Curntly, Abbtt use many cell-based 
 (in vitro) alternative methods that replace whole animal (In vivo) tesing, 
whenever possible. When these in vitro method show a compound to be toxic or less effecive than oter, tht
 

paicular copound can often be eliminated from fui1er testing in animals. Howev", we have an etieal obligation 
to understad fully the potential health benefits of our product as well as possible negative effects. 

Thus, when animal us is legally required or scientifically neces, Abbt has estalishe progrs relating to the 
trent of animals that meet the regulations of th Uniled Sttes, the European Union and otr coutres. Thes
 
progr ar designed to addrss animal psychological, social an behavior nees and ar ba upon the United
 

States Dement of Agrlturc (USDA) regulation and the principles of 
 th National Researh Councils Guide 
lor the Care and Use of Laborator IInimall. All animal car protocols meet or exceed applicale regulations and
 

guidelines relevant to the welfar of research animals. 

Abbtt rir sought and reeived aecreditatin by the Association for Assesment and Accreitaion of 
 Labotor 
Animl Car Internional (AAALAC) in 1975. Accreditation by AAALAC International is an entirly vOIWlta 
process and is widely considered the best mechaism Cor obtaining independent, external expert validation that an 
organiztion is meeting high standards of animal ca an use. Thre have been periodic site asssments by 
AAALAC since the mid. i 970sto review Abbo's animal use and care progrs. Abbott ha met AAALAC's 
continually evolving best practices for animal care an use and has never failed to obtin acueditation. 

Similary, Abbott is inspected by the USDA at 1e anually though unnouced site inpetio, asing th 
condition of labratory animals, and inspeting the reor of the Institutional Animal Car and Use Coittee 
(IACUCs). Abbott prvide oversight of its animal welfare and use through IACUCs, laborator animl 
vetearan who are certifed by the Ameri College of Laor Animl Medicine (ACLAM), and reognized
 

by the American Veterinar Medical Assiation, and animal welfaroflcers. Though thes effor, Abb
 

aderes reponsibly to th highes scientific standads, regulatory manda and ethics 
 regaing animal ca and
trtment. 

Abbtt alo ties an anual report on animal welfar with the USDA, which is available to the generil publie. Abbtt 
also sets expectaions for contrct laboratories with which it wors in the Abbtt Supplier Code of Conduct and has 
developed a Gloal Animal Welfar Policy and Coirite Animal Welfare Commitee to ensur that suppliers of 
animal service meet ou expectations for animl welfar. These expetaions include compliance with all 
 legal and
regulatory requirments surounding the ethical tratment of any and all resanh animals. 

In light of Abbott's signifcant effort with respct to animal welfar, adoption of 
 the 3Rs, an existing reponing, the 
report reuested by the proponents represents an unneces, duplicative expese that is not in the be interets of
 

Abbott and its sharholders. 

The board of directors recommends that you vote AGAINST the proposal. 
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Shareholder Proposal Concerning Iii P/I,o Testini (Item 5 on Proxy Card) 

John M. Carr (owner of 478 Abbott common shars), The Enid K. Dillon Trost (owner of 3,000 Abbot comon 
sh), and Cornelia Cerf(owner of 300 Abbot comon shars), thgh thir attorney, Susa L. Hall, 2818 
Conecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., 2008, have infonned Abbott that they intend to preset the 
following proposal at the meeting. 

WHRES, statistic:s published by researh oversight boies in Nor America and Europe docurnt that the vast 
majority of 
 painful and distresing animal expeiments ar conducted to satisiy outdaed, governent-madated
 
testing requirments. and tht such tesing is on the rise;i and
 

WHERES, nealy 6G-Ái of animals use in regula testing sulfer pain raging from moderate to severe, all the 
way to pain near, at, or above th pain tolerae ihrehold,J generlly without any pain relief; and 

WHERES, non-animal test method are generally less expensive: more rapid, and always more humane, than 
anim-bad tets; and 

WHERES, unlike animal tests, non-animal methods have been scientifically validated and/or accepted as totl 
replacements for the following five toxicity endpoints: skin corsio (irreversible tissue dage), skin iritaion
 

(milder and reversible daage), skin absorion (the ra of chemical penetrion), phottoxicicy (an inflammator 
retion caus by the inraion of a chemical with sunlight), and pyrogenicity (a fever-like rection tht ca ocur 
when ce intrvenous drgs interact with the imune system); 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the shareholders request that the Board: 

I. Commit specifically to using only non-animal methods for assessing skin corrsion, iritaion, absorpion,
 
phototoxicicy and pyrogenicity.
 

2. Confl tht it is in the Compay's best interest to commit to replacing animal-baed tests with non-animal
 

method. 

3. Petition the relevant regulatory agencies requiring safety testing for the Compay's proucts to accept as
 

total replacements for animal-basd method, those approved non-animal method desribed abve, along 
wit any oters curntly used and accepted by the Organizaion for Economic Cooperation and
 

Development (DECD) an ocher develope countres. 

Proponent's Stateme.t in Support or Shareholder Propol 

This Reslution is designed to hanonize the interests of sound science with the elimination of animal-bad test 
method wher non-animal methodlogies exist. It seeks to encourage th relevant reiulatoi agencie to join their 
pers in accepiing validted in vilro and other non-animal test methds. It wil not comproise consumer safety or 
violat applicable statutes and regulations.
 

Furer. this Reslution commits the Compay to end animal testing for five speific endpints in favor ofvalid 
non-animal meths. These includ the 3D Neutrl Red Uptake Phototoxiclcy Tesi, humn skin equivalent tests for 
coirosivicy, and a human bloo-bad test for pyrogenicicy, all of which have been succesfully validated though 
the Eurpe Centr for the Validation of Alternate Methods.s Severl non-animal methods have als ben adopted 
as Test Guidelines by the OECD' (an allance of30 member counes including the US, EU, Jap, Canada and 
Austrlia). Regulatory agencies in OECD member countries are nol at libert to reect data fim non-animal tests for 
skin corrion, skin absorption and pholotoxicicy where such data have be generated in accordace with an OECD 
Test Guideline. 

We urge sharholders 10 support this Resolution. 

(I CCC Aiim u. Suey. 201: /i:/Iw.c:.caco8liiACTacflll.1i

(2) Slta otSc Prur 01 Livin Aimal. ûi Briia .20.Ii:/Iw.olTieii.co.ukldocmIISaI6SI8.1i
(3).CC Aiim Us Surey. 201. 
(4)Da ta an HoIJiicr MA (Ed), (202). Ilml: ofTØII~ ~CØ Ed, 1414 pp. WIIii1O OC: CRe Pr.
 
(5) ECVAM _liii: Iiip:/lejic.it
 

(6) OEC te iuldlùics: hnP:/Iw.oe.or¡icucnl/.234.co_2649_34377_19160S4_I_I_I_l.OO.hll. 



Dlrecton' Statement in Opposition to the Shareholder Proposal Concerning In JIlro Testlni (Item 5 Oil
 
Proxy Card)
 

The compay us in vitro (non-animal) tests, including thos mentioned in tbproposal, where th methods have 
ben proven as scientifically valid and apprved by regulato agencies arnd the world. Abbotts preference is to 
us in vUro tests whenever appropriate, if these tests do not comprise patient safety or the effectiveness of our 
meicines. 

The reuirement of this propol to replace all animal-bed tests with in vilro tests is wifeasible. Th ar 
insuffient in vitr tes approved and available to aHow Abbo to disover and test new medicines. It has be 
scientifically proven that many in vllro tests do not mimic the tne biological state, and therefore, can be relie 
upon to detennine safety and effacy of medicines. To dae, in vilro te ca comprise but II small copoent of 
overall testing that is required by regulator bodies. Abbott is requir by national and interational regulator
 

agencies to us in vivo (animal) testing to meet our commitment to provide patients with safe and effecive
 
medicines.
 

, Abbott respects the unique role animals have played In advancing medical discovery, without which millons of 
people would not realize the benefits of the may trtments that improve and save lives. Abbotts anima welfare 
and tratment policies and practices reflect industr best standards. Our prgr and facilties meet regulations of 
the Unite States, European Union and oter countr, including the U.S. Animal Welfare Act and th stdads
 

estalished by the National Reseach Council's Guide for ihe Care and Use of Laboatory Animals. Abbots
 
progra ha ben accredited by the Assoiation for Assement and Accreditation of Laboto Animal Car
 
Internationl (AAALAC) since i 975. In past site reviews by AAALAC, our company's progr has been not to 
be exempla. 

The board of directors recommends that you vote AGAINST the proposa. 
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Abbott i'¡lbol1l1ories held its i\niiiial Meetiiig of Shareholders Oil April 24, 2009, The following is a 
summary uflhe malleI's voted Oil ¡il ihal meeting. 

(a) The sl1ireholders elccled i\bboll's entire Board of DireclOrs. The persons elected 10 Ahliolls Board or 
Directors and ihe munbcr of shares cast for and the iiumber or shares wiihheld, wiih respeclto eaeh of ihese 
persons, were as follll\'s: 

:"'llJe Voie; I'lli' \'oie" Wiihheld 

Robert J. Alpern, M,D. 1,295,322,871 57,980,708 
Roxanne S. Austin 1,284,'140.924 68,862,655 
Willam M. Daley
 1,271,502,186 81,801,393 
W. James Farrell 1,270,901,953 82,40 I ,626 
H. Laurancc Fuller 1,271,975,958 81,327,621 
William A. Osborn 1,271,271,737 82,031,842 
The R!. Hon. I.ord Owen eii 1,2115,484,75,1 67,818,825 
w. Ann Re~'I\Olds, Ph.D. 1,278,Q'13,508 75,260,071 
Roy S. Roberts 1,284,378"135 68,925,144 
Samuel C. Stoll II I 1,266,388,831 86,914,748 
Wiliam D. Smiihbiig 1,265,230,480 88,073,099 
Glenn F. Tilton 1,290,502.% I 62,800,618 
Miles D. Whiie 1,276,098,138 77,205,441 

(h) The shareholders aJlpmved the Abbott Laboraiories 20119 Iiieentive Stock Program. The nuiilicr of shares 
cast in Üwor oflhe approval of ihe Ablioll Laboratories 20(1) Inceiitive Stoek Program, the Ill1iber uguinsi, 
the number abstainiiig, aiid the number of broker lion-voles were as Ihllows: 

I'lli' .i\~!UinSl Ahslaiii IIri,k,'1' ;\Oli. Ville 

882,933,035 288,322,54 I 9,681,937 172,366,066 

2.1 



(c) Th.: ~hardiolder~ approved thc Abholl Laboratorics :!()()') Employee Slock Purchase Plan for Non-U.S. 
Employcc~. The numher of ~hares cast in fìivor of the approval of the ¡\bboll l.abolUtolÎes 200') Employec 
Stock Pllclmse Plan lÎ.ir Non-U.S. Employees, ihe iiumber against. the Iliinber abstaining, and the numbcr 
of broker non-votes \i'cr.: a~ follows: 

I'lli' Against .\hslain llrul¡er ",un- Vulc 

1,089,023,206 84,906,019 7,027,616 172,3'16,738 

(d) Th.: ~h¡¡ehoider~ raiilied ihe appointiiicnt of Ikloilli' & Touche LLP a~ ¡\hbiiil~ auditors. The number of 
~hares C¡I~t iii favor ofihe raiilÌlaiioli of Deloiiie &. Touche LLP, (he mil libel' against. and (he number 
abstaiiiing wcre as rollo\\~:
 

I'm' .-\wiinsl ,lI,stain
 

1,344,937,452 4,671,333 3,69'),794
 

(e) The ~hareholders rejectcd a ~hareh()lder propo~al on aiiimaltcsiing. The nuiiber of ~hare~ ea~1 in favor of
 

(he sharcholder proposal, the miiiiber against, thc numb,'r abstaining, ,\Il! the number of brokcr Ilon-votes 
were as follows: 

Fur ,\gainsl Ahsiain llnil¡cr i\iin.\'oh, 

50, i 56,907 952,431,023 178,367,141 172,34M,508 

(I) The shareholders rcjected a shareholder proposal on health care principle~. The Iluiiber of shares cast in 
favor or the shareholder proposal, the number again~t, the number abstaining, and the number of broker 
non-voles were as follows: 

Fur ,\gainsi Ahslain llm),,'r :'111. "ole 

57,130,368 932,00S,SOO 191,8 i 2,903 i 72,351 ,508 

(g) The $liareholders rejected a shareholder proplhal on advi5(1)' vote. The numher of shares cast inliivor of 
the shareholder proposal, the numher against, ihe Ill1uher abstaining, and ihe Iliinber or 
 broker Iloii-votes 
were as IÎ.Jllows; 

I'lli' ,.\uaiiisl Ahstaiii IIml,,'r :'iin. \'iit~ 

.1 s.452,790 6'15,505,765 50,967.712 172.377,312 

Item 6. Ex!ijJil,~ 

Incorporated by rercrence to the Exhibit Index included herewith.
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Additional Correspondence EXChanged with the Proponents 
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ATTACHMENT B: 

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL
 
(November 17,2009) 



RESOLVED: shareholders encourage Abbott Laboratories ("Abbott") to increase its 
corporate social responsibilty and transparency around the use of animals in research and product 
testing, by including information on animal use in the annual Global Citizenship Report
 

("Report"). We encourage the Report to include non-proprietary information, as follows: (1) 
species, numbers, and general purpose of each use (e.g., research and development, efficacy 
testing, or toxicity testing), and (2) Abbott's efforts in the preceding year and future goals 
towards reducing and replacing animal use. 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT 
Companies using animals for product development and testing have an ethical imperative 

to address animal use, since 43% of Americans oppose the use of animals for research.! 
Responding to societal concerns, several phannaceutical companies now disclose animal use 
information, including development and implementation of methods to replace, reduce, or refine 
animal use. To address public and shareholder concerns (5.0% of Abbott shareholders voted in 
favor of a similar 2009 resolution), Abbott can make this information annually available in its 
Report. 

The Report would be ideal for providing animal use information because it outlines 
Abbott's social priorities and progress, from environmental impacts to philanthropy and 
community service projects. This same level of commitment and transparency demonstrated for 
those areas can be extended to animal use. 

In addition to the ethical imperative, there are scientific and financial imperatives to
 

move away from animal use. Astonishingly, 92% of drugs deemed safe and effective in animals, 
fail when tested in humans.2 In the 8% of FDA-approved drgs, half are later relabeled or 
withdrawn due to unanticipated, severe adverse effects. A 96% failure rate not only challenges 
the reliabilty of animal experiments to predict human safety and effcacy, it creates enormous 
risks of litigation, adverse publicity, and wasted resources. Primary reasons for this significant 
failure rate are the anatomical and physiological differences between humans and other species. 
To deliver safer, more effective products, pharmaceutical companies need to focus on 
expeiimental models with greater human relevance. As highlighted by a 2007 National Academy 
of Sciences report3, advances in many areas of science-toxicogenomics, bioinfonnatics, systems 
biology, epigenetics, and computational toxicology- are making it possible to replace animal 
toxicity tests with non-animal methods. These human-based methods confer numerous 
advantages including quicker and more economical product development and approval, reduced 
incidence of adverse effects, improved efficacy, and reduced animal use and suffering. 

Given the ethical and scientific implications of animal use for research and testing, we 
urge shareholders to vote in favor of this proposal for Abbott's consideration to increase
 

transparency about its animal use and replacement efforts in the Report. 

i Public Praises Science; Scientists Fault Public, Media. Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

Survey, 2009. 
2 FDA Teleconference: Steps to advance the Earliest Phases of Clinical Research in the Development of 

Innovative Medical Treatments. Andrew C. von Eschenbach, 2006.
3 Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy. National Research Council, 2007. 
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December 22, 2009 

Via Email 

ShareholderoroDosals~ec.aov 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Ofce of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street, N.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: Abbott Laboratories-Shareholder Proposal Submitted by Jamie Moran and Cynthia 
Kaplan 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

On behalf of Abbott Laboratories and pursuant to Rule 14a-80) under the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, I hereby request confirmation that the Staff of the Securites and Exchange 
Commission wil not recommend enforcement action if, in reliance on Rule 14a-8, we exclude a 
proposal submitted by Jamie Moran and Cynthia Kaplan (the "Proponents") from the proxy 
materials for Abbotes 2010 annual shareholders' meeting, which we expect to file in definitive 
form with the Commission on or about March 15, 2010. 

We received a notice on behalf of the Proponents on November 17, 2009, submitting the 
proposal for consideration at our 2010 annual shareholders' meeting. The proposal (a copy of 
which, together with the supporting statement, is attached as Exhibit A) (the "Proposal") reads 
as follows:
 


RESOLVED: shareholders encourage Abbott Laboratories ("Abbott") to increase its 
corporate social responsibilty and transparency around the use of animals in research 
and product testing, by including information on animal use in the annual Global
 


Citizenship Report ("Report"). We encourage the Report to include non-proprietar 
information, as follows: (1) species, numbers, and general purpose of each use (e.g., 
research and development, effcacy testing, or toxicity testing), and (2) Abbott's efforts 
in the preceding year and future goals towards reducing and replacing animal use. 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-80), i have enclosed the Proposal and this letter, which sets forth the 
grounds upon which we deem omission of the Proposal to be proper. I have also enclosed a 
copy of all relevant correspondence exchanged with the Proponents. Pursuant to Rule 14a-BO). 
a copy of this letter is being sent to notify the Proponents of our intention to omit the Proposal 
from our 2010 proxy materials. 

Abbott 
¡\ Promise for L.fe 
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We believe that the Proposal may be properly omitted from Abbotes 2010 proxy materials 
pursuant to Rule 14a-8 for the reasons set fort below.
 


I. The Proposal may be properly omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(12)(ii) becuse it deals wit
 


substantially the same subject mattr as the prior proposals that were included in our 
2009 and 2005 proxy matrials and the mos recently submited of those proposals did 
not recive the support necessary for resubmission.
 


Rule 14a-8(i(12)(ii) permits the exclusion of a shareholder proposal dealing wit "substatially 
the same subject matter as another proposal or proposals that has or have been previously 
included in the company's proxy materials within the preceding 5 calendar year" if the 
proposal received "less than 6% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed 
twce previously witin the preceding 5 calendar years. . . .. 

We included a proposal (the "2009 Proposal") in our 2009 proxy materials filed on March 16, 
2009 which requested that Abbott 

. Prepare and issue a detailed report to shareholders by November 30, 2009. addressing
 


animal use in all of Abbott's research, development and testing conducted by in-house 
or contracting laboratories and incorporating: (1) an animal use Inventory, Including, but 
not limited to designations by species, numbers, and the nature and purpose of each 
use (e.g., research and development, effcacy, toxicity), and (2) a wrien plan with a 
reasonable timeframe for replacing, reducing and refining the use of animals ("3RslI) in 
all research, development and testing, where not otherwise mandated by law. 

· Consider creating a management position committed SOlely to ensuring Abbott's 
realization of the 3Rs. 

A copy of the 2009 Proposal as it appeared in our 2009 proxy materials is attched hereto as 
Exhibit B. The Proposal and the 2009 Proposal are substantially similar for purposes of Rule 
14a-8(i)(12) since the substative concern of both proposals is animal-based testing and they 
both request a report on Abbott's current animal use and future goals and plans towards 
reducing the use of animals for research, development and testing. 

We also included a proposal (the 112005 Proposal") in our 2005 proxy materials filed on March 
18, 2005 which requested that Abbott: 

1. Commit specifically to using only non-animal methods for assessing skin 
corrosion, irrittion, absorption, phototoxicity and pyrogenicity.
 


2. Confirm that it is in the Company's best interest to commit to replacing anlmal
based tests with non-animal methods. 
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3. Petition the relevant regulatory agencies requiring safety testing for the
 


Company's products to accept as total replacements for animal-based methods, 
those approved non-animal methods described above,along wit any others 
currently used and accepted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) and other developed countries. 

A copy of the 2005 Proposal as it appeared in our 2005 proxy materials is attached hereto as 

Exhibit C. The Proposal and the 2005 Proposal are substantially similar for purposes. of Rule 
14a-80)(12) since the substative concern of both proposas is animal-based testng. 

"Substantially the same subject matter," as that phrase is used in Rule 14a-80)(12), does not 
mean that the 2005 Proposal, the 2009 Proposal and the Proposal must be exactly the same. 
Although the predecessor to Rule 14a-8(i)(12) required a proposal to be "substantially the same 
proposal" as prior proposals in order to permit exclusion, the Commission amended the rule in 
1983. In SEC Release No. 34-20091 (August 16, 1983), the Commission explained the reason 
for and meaning of the revision, stating: 

The Commission believes that this Change is necessar to signal a clean break from the 
strict interpretive positon applied to the existing provision. The Commission is aware 
that the interpretation of the new provision wil continue to involve difcult subjective 
judgments, but anticipates that those judgments wil be based upon a consideration of 
the substantive concerns raised by a proposal rather than the specifc language or 
actions proposed to deal with those concerns. 

While the Staff initally seemed to take a very restrictive view of the current version of Rule 
14a-8(i)(12) (see, e.g., Procter & Gamble Co. (July 27, 1988), which dealt wit live animal 
testing), more recently the Staff has made it clear that Rule 14a-8(i)(12) does not require that 
the proposals, or their subject matters, be identical in order for a company to exclude the later
submited proposal. When considering whether a proposal deals with substatially the same 
subject matter, the Staff has increaSingly focused on the "substantive concerns" raised by the 
proposal as the essential consideration, rather than the specifc language or corporate action 
proposed to be taken. The Staff has thus concurred with the exclusion of proposals under Rule 
14a-8(i)(12) when the proposal 
 In question shares similar underlying social or policy issues wit 
a prior proposal, even If the subsequent proposal recommended that the company tae diferent 
actions. 

For example, in Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. (February 6, 1996), the Staff permitted exclusion of a 
proposal recommending that the board of directors form a committee to formulate an 
educational plan to inform women of the possible abortfacient (abortion-causing) effects of any 
of the company's products because it dealt with SUbstantially the same subject matter as prior 
proposals asking the company to refrain from giving charitable contributions to organizations 
that perform abortions. Despite the diferent actions requested and the different subject matters 
of the prior proposals (charitable contributions) and the proposal at issue (consumer education), 
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the substantive concern of both proposals was abortion-related matters; thus the Staff 
concluded that the proposal at issue dealt with SUbstantially the same subject matter as the 
proposals regarding the company's charitable contributions. 

More recently, in Procter & Gamble Co. (Jul. 31, 2009), the Stff permitted omission of a
 


proposal requestng a report on the feasibilit of ending animal testing within five years. While 
the most recent animal-based tesing proposal Included In a Procter & Gamble proxy statement 
was identica to the shareholder proposal under consideration in 2009, one animal welfare 
proposal included in an earlier proxy statement within the previous five calendar year period had 
requested a report on the company's compliance with its animal testng policy and another had 
requested an end to animal testing and the adoption of animal welfare standards. Altough 
each of the three animal-based testing proposals included in prior proxy statements requested 
different actions, i.e., ending animal testing, reporting on the company's compliance with its 
animal testing pOlicy, and the adoption of animal welfare stdards, the Staff concluded that 
these proposals dealt with substtially the same subject matter and permited exclusion of the 
2009 proposaL' 

Similary, In Pfizer Inc. (Feb. 25, 2008), the Staff permitted omission of a proposal requesting a 
report on actions taen to correct violations of the Animal Welfare Act. Prior proposals included 
in Pfzer proxy statements had eiter requested reports discussing the feasibilit of amending 
the company's animal welfare policy or the adoption of a policy statement committng to use in 
vito tests as replacements for animal-based tests. Notwithstanding the different actions 
requested, the Staff concluded that the proposal at issue dealt with substatially the same 
subject matter and allowed the new proposal to be excluded from the company's proxy 
sttement. 

In Wyeth (Feb. 15, 2008), the Staff allowed the exclusion of a proposal requesting a report 
describing the rationale and policies relating thereto for Increased export of animal 
experimentation to countres wit lower animal welfare stadards on the grounds that it dealt 
wit substatially the same SUbject matter as prior proposals requesting the adoption of an
 


animal welfare policy and a commitment to use certin in vitro tess. 

Also, in Ba" Pharmaceuticals Inc. (September 25, 2006), the Staff permited the omission of a 
proposal requesting that the company adopt an 
 animal welfare policy that addressed reducing, 
refining and replacing its use of 
 animals in research and testng and Implementing stadards of 
care for animals subJect to testing. In a prior proposal, shareholders 
 had requested that the 
company commit to replacing animal-based tests with non-animal methods. Again, despite the 
diferent actions requested and the diferent subject matters of the prior proposal (replacing 
animal-based testing) and the proposal at issue (adopting animal welfare policies), the 
substantive concern of both proposals was reducing the use of animal-based testing and thus 
the Staff concluded that the proposal at issue dealt with substatially the same subJect matter. 
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See also Medtonlc Inc. (June 2, 2005) and Bank of America Corp. (February 25, 2005) 

(propoals requesting that the companies list all of their political and charitble contrbutions on 
their websites were excludable as they dealt with substantially the same subject matter as a 
prior proposal requesting that the companies cease making charitle contrbutons); now 
Jones & Co., Inc. (December 17, 2004) (proposal requestng the company publish in its proxy 
materials information relating to it process of donations to a parcular nonprofit organization 
was excludable as it dealt with SUbstatially the same subject matter as a prior proposal 
requesting an explanation of the procedures governing all charable donations); Saks Inc. 

(March 1, 2004) (a proposal requesting the board of directors to implement a code of conduct 
based on International Laor Organization stadards, estalish an independent monitoring 
process and annually report on adherence to such code was excludable as it dealt wi 
substantally the same subject matter as a prior proposal requesting a report on the company's 
vendor labor stadards and compliance mechanism); Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. (Februar 11, 
2004) (a proposal requesting that the board review pricing and mareting policies and prepare a 
report on how the company wil respond to pressure to increase access to prescription drugs 
was excludable because it dealt wit SUbstatially the same subject matter as a prior proposal 
requesng the creation and implementation of a policy of price resint on pharmaceutcal 
products). But see Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company (December 13, 2004) dealing with two proposals 
to add "against" to the proxy card; the Staff's response in this instance may reflect the inclusion 
In the earlier but not the later proposal of a request to also remove management's discretionar 
voting authori where signed proxies did not specify a vote. 

Furter, in Abbott Laboratories (February 5, 2007), the Staff allowed us to exclude a proposal
 


submitted for the 2007 proxy materials (the "2007 Proposal") pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i(12)(i). 
The 2007 Proposal requested a report on the feasibilty of replacing the animal-based "ascites" 
method with in vito non-animal methods and cell culture techniques. The Staff also allowed 
us, in Abbott Laboratories (Februar 28, 2006), to exclude a similar proposal submitted for the 
2006 proxy materials (the "2006 Proposal") pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(12)(I). The 2006 Proposal 
requested a report on the feasibilit of amending Abbott's current policies regarding animal 
welfare to extend to contract laboratories. The Staff concurred that both the 2007 Proposal and 
the 2006 Proposal involved the same substantive concern - animal testing - as the 2005
 


Proposal requesting that Abbott commit to using only non-animal tesng products. Thus, under 
the Staff's Interpretation of Rule 14a-8(i)(12)(1), the 2007 Proposal, the 
 2006 Proposal and the 
2005 Proposal all dealt with SUbstatially the same SUbject matter. 

The Proposal requests that Abbott include information on animal use and its preceding year's 
efforts and future goals towards reducing animal use in the annual Global Citzenship Report, 
while the 2009 Proposal requested a report on current animal use, including a plan to replace, 
reduce and refine animal use, and the 2005 Proposal requested that Abbott cease conducting 
animal-based tests and commit to replacing such tests with non-animal methods. Despite the 
different actions requested by the proposals, the 2009 Proposal, the 2005 Proposal and the 
Proposal deal with the same underlying substantive concern and thus SUbsttially the same 
subject matter for purposes of Rule 14a-8(i)(12) - replacing the methods of anImal-based 
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testing conducted by or on behalf of Abbott All three proposals (whether in their respective 
resolutons, recitls or supportng statements) address animal use or the alleged pain and
 


abuses sufered by animals used in animal-based testing and argue that Abbott should playa 
role in stopping such animal use, albeit through varing approaches. If anyting, the Prposal in 
question is even more similar to the 2009 Proposal and the 2005 Proposal than the 2006 
Proposal was to the 2005 Proposal considered in Abbott Laboratories (Februar 28, 2006). This
 


is because the 2006 Proposal did not contain the express language found in the Proposal, the 
2009 Proposal and the 2005 Proposal regarding Ilreplacing" animal-based testing but instead 
focused on amending Abbott's animal use pOlicy to ensure superior standards of care for 
animals used in testing. 

As evidenced in Exhibit D, the 2009 Proposal received 5.00% of the vote at our 2009 annual 
meeting of shareholders " 

Since the 2009 Proposal failed to meet the required 6% threshold at the 2009 annual meeting of 
shareholders and the other rule requirements are satisfied, the Proposal may be excluded from 
the 2010 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(1)(12)(ii). 

II. If Abbott were to include the proposal submited by The Humane Society of the Unitd 
States in it 2010 proxy statement, the Proposal may be properly omited under Rule 14a
8(i(11) because it substntially duplicates that proposal. 

Abbott received a proposal from The Humane Society of the United States (the "Humane 
Society") on November 1 6, 2009 that is the SUbject of a separte no-action letter request 
submited by Abbott The Humane Society proposal reads as follows: 

RESOLVED that - to improve our bottom line, social responsibilty profile, and qualit of 
our research - shareholders encourage The Board of Directors to estlish a schedule
 


for phasing out the use of chimpanzees in invasive research. This schedule should be 
posted on the Company's website. 

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(11), a company may exclude a proposal if it "substantially duplicates 
another proposal submitted to the company by another proponent that wil be included in the 
company's proxy materials for the same meeting." As discussed In the prior section. proposals 
do not have to be Identical to share the same principal focus. 

The Proposal requests that Abbott include information on animal use and its current and future 
efforts towards reducing animal use in the annual Global Citizenship Report, while the Humane 

1 Tabulation Is as follows: votes cast for - 50,156,907 and votes cast against - 952,431,023. Purst to 

th Staff's poition on counting votes for purpes of Rule 14a-80)(12), abstentions and broker noovotes
 


were not Included for purposes of the calculation. See Staff legal Bulletin No. 14, Question F.4 

(July 13, 2001). 
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Soiety proposal requests that Abbott develop a schedule to phase out the use of chimpanzees 
in invasive research. Alough the Humane Society proposal focuses on a single species, the 
principal thrust of both proposals is to reduce or phase out animal-based testing, and they are 
therefore substtially duplicatie. Accordingly, if the Humane Society proposal is Included in
 


Abbott's 2010 proxy sttement, the Proposal may be excluded from the 2010 proxy materials
 


pursuant to Rule 14a-80)(11) becuse Abbott received the Humane Society proposal first. 

II. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, I request your confirmation that the Staff wil not recommend any 
enforcement action to the .Commission if the Proposal Is omited from Abbott's 2010 proxy 
materials. To the extent that the reasons set forth in this letter are based on matters of law, 
pursuant to Rule 14a-801(2)(ii) this letter also constitutes an opinion of counsel of the 
undersigned as an attorney licensed and admited to practice in the State of ilinois. 

If the Staff has any questions wit respect to the foregoing. or if for any reason the Staff does 
not agree that we may omit the Proposal from our 2010 proxy materials, please contact me at 
847.938.3591 or Steven Scrogham at 847.938.6166. We may also be reached by facsimile at 
847.938.9492 and would appreciate it if you would send your response to us by facsimile to 
that number. The Proponents' legal representative, Daniel Kinburn. may be reached by facsimile 
at 202.527.7450. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter and the enclosures by date-stamping the enclosed 
copy of this letter and returning it to the waiting messenger. 

Very trly yours,
 
~~~ 
John A. Berr 

Divisional Vice President, 
Securiies and Benefits
 


Domestic Legal Operations 

Enclosures 

cc: Jamie Moran and Cynthia Kaplan 
c/o Daniel Kinbum, General Counsel 
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine 
5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20016 
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Shareholder Proposal on Animal Testing (Item 5 on Proxy Card) 

The Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine, 5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 
20016, and 7 other proponents have infonned Abbott that they intend to pret the following proposl at the
 


meeting. Abbott will provide the proponents' names and address to any sharholder who requests that infonnation 
and, if provided by a proponent to Abbott the nwnber of Abbott common shar held by that proponent 

Resolved: that sharholders encourge the Boa of Abbott Laboratones (" Abbott') to prepa and issue a detailed 
report to sharholders by November 30, 2009, incorporating (I) an animal use inventory, including, but not limited 
to designatons by species, numbe, and the nature and purpose of each use (e.g., rearh and development, 
effcacy, toxicity), and (2) a wrtten plan with a reasnable timefre for replacing, reucing and refining the use of 
animals ("3Rs") in all research, development and testing, where not otherwis mandated by law. The report should 
addrss animal use in all of the Abbott's research, development and testing conducted by in-house or contrting
 


laboratories. Finally, the Boad should consider creating a management position committed solely to ensrig 
Abbotts reliztion of the 3Rs. 

Shareholder ProposalProponent's Statement in Support of 
 

Product development or testing on animals caes moral and scientific obligations to adhere to the modern 
significatpriciples of the 3Rs. As a result, replacement of animal testing has incresingly become a matter of 
 

controvers, debate, and public policy concern. The scientific imperative for this change is furtere not only by the
 


high failure rate ofphanaceuticas, but by recent advaces in genomics, systems biology, and computational 
biology. 

Astonishingly, 92% of drgs deemed safe and effective in animals, fail when teste in humans.t) Out of the 8% of 
FDA-approved drgs, half ar later relabeled or withdrawn due to unanticipated, severe advers effects. A 96% 
failur ra not only challenges the reliabilty of animal experiments to preict hwnan safety and effcacy, it creates
 


litigation, adverse publicity, and wasted resources. Drgs with remarble promise for hwnanenonnous risks of 
 

health can have delayed market entr, if 
 at all, becuse misleading animal results may porty safe products as 
dangerous. 

In addring thes shortcomings Abbott should consider the recent report by the National Academies' esteemed
 


National Resh Council ("NRC"). The report stated: "Advance in toxicogenomics, bioinfonnatics, systems 
biology, epigenetcs, and computational toxicology could trfonn toxicity testing frm a system baed on whole-


animal testing to one founded primarly on in vitro methods. ,,() These approaches wil improve effciency with cost 
cutting, incred speed, better, more preictive science based on hwnan rather than animal physiology, and reduced
 


animal use and sufferig. Abbott's acceleraed adoption of cutting edge human-based technologies potentially 
enables incred profitabilty of drg development, a strngtened leadership role in phannaceuticaJ technology,
 


and advancement of the 3Rs' vision to replace all animal us in research and testing. 

With high failure rates and potential hwnan health implications of animal-testd drgs, Abbott should concretely 
outlne the implementation ofalternatives that wil safely and effecively address human health risks. We urge 
sharholder to vote in favor of this proposal to require Abbott to report an implementaion plan for the 3Rs and the 

relacement of animal-bed testing. 

Board of Diretors' Statement in Opposition to the Shareholder Proposal on Animal Testing (Item S on Proxy 
Card) 

(11 FDA Teleconference: Steps to Advance the Ea/iest Pha ofCliniail Re.eah in the Deelopme of ItlWe Me Treaell (von 
Esba An c_ 20). Acc online: htt://ww.fda.gov/oospefdaelecfemcel 12.himt. 

(21 Toxci Testng in the 21" Cen: A Vison and a Stateg . (NRC 200n 



The Company's policy is to keep live animal research to a minimum, and where feaible and pennitted by law, 
alteratives to animal testng wil be utilzed. Abbott adhere to the priciples enumerated in the 3Rs relating to
 


replacing. reducing and refiing the us of animals in aU reh, development and testing. The effort to advance
 


the 3Rs is led by the Compay's manager of animal welfar and compliance, who is a doctor of veterina medicine. 
Abbott alo has an Alternative Committee consisting of reseah Staff and veterinanans who seah for alternative 
methods that we can adopt into our progras. In addition, in 2009, we wil initiate a Visiting Scientist Progr to 
focus on reh into the 3Rs. 

In 2006, Abbott created an Animal Welfare Award progr to recognize individuals and/or teas who work to 
advance animal welfa at Abbott through the adoption of one of the 3Rs. There ar three levels of awar that serve 
to regnize a rage of enhancements to the animal welfar progr. Abbott also brings in independent animal
 


welfa consultats to preent seminar, trining and to serve as scientific collaborators to help our animal welfar 
pro stay abreast of best practices in the researh area. 

Curntly, Abbottuses many cell-based (in vitro) alternative methods that replace whole animal (in vivo) testing, 
whenever posible. When these in vitro methods show a compound to be toxic or less effective than others. that 
parcular compound can often be eliminated frm fuer testing in animals. However, we have an ethical obligation 
to understad fully the potential health benefits of our products as well as possible negative effects. 

Thus, when animal use is legally required or scientifcally necessar, Abbott has established progrs relating to the
 


trbnent of animals that meet the regulations ofthe United States, the Europea Union and other countres. Thes 
progrs ar designed to addrss animal psychological, social and behavioral needs and ar basd upon the United
 


States Depaent of Agrculture (USDA) regulations and the principles of the National Reseh Council's Guide 
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All animal car protocols meet or exceed applicable regulations and 
guidelines relevant to the welfar of resarh animals. 

Abbott firs sought and received accreditation by the Association for Assesment and Accreditaion of Laboratory 
Animal Ca International (AAALAC) in i 975. Accreditation by AAALAC International is an entirely volunta 
process, and is widely considere the best mechanism for obtaining independent, external expert validation that an 
organization is meeting high stadards of animal ca and use. There have been periodic site asments by 
AAALAC since the mid- i 970s to review Abbott's animal use and care progrs. Abbott has met AAALAC's 
continually evolving best practices for animal ca and use and has never failed to obtain accreitation. 

Similarly, Abbott is inpected by the USDA at leat annually through unannounced site inspetions. asing the 
condition of laboratory animals. and inspecting the record of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(IACUCs). Abbott provides oversight of its animal welfar and use through IACUCs, laboratory animal 
veterianan who ar certified by the America College of Laboratory Animal Medicine (ACLAM), and reognized 
by the American Veterinar Medical Assciation, and animal welfar offcer. Through these effort, Abbott
 


adheres responsibly to the highest scientific standards, regulatory mandates and ethics regarding animal ca and
trbnenl 

Abbott alo fies an anual report on animal welfar with the USDA, which is available to the general public. Abbott 
also sets expectations for contrct laboratories with which it works in the Abbott Supplier Code of Conduct 
 and has 
developed a Global Animal Welfar Policy and Corporate Animal Welfa Committee to ensur that suppliers of 
animal services meet our expectations for animal welfar. These expections include compliance with all legal and 
regulatory requirements surrunding the ethical treabnent of any and all researh animals. 

In light of Abbott's significat effort with repect to animal welfar, adoption of the 3Rs. and existing reportng, the 
report reuested by the proponents represnts an uneces, duplicative expense that is not in the best interets of 
Abbott and its sharholders. 

The board of directors recommends that you vote AGAINST the proposal. 
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Shareholder Proposal Concerning In Vitro Testing (Item S OD Proxy Card) 

John M. Carer (owner of 478 Abbott common shar), The Enid K. Dilon Trust (owner of 3,000 Abbott common 
shar), and Cornelia Cerf(owner ofJOO Abbott common shar), throug their attorney, Sus L. Hall, 2818 
Connecicut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20008, have infonned Abbott that they intend to prent the 
following proposal at the meeting. 

WHRES, statistics published by reseach oversight bodies in Nort America and Europe document that the vat 
majority of painful and distresing animal experiments ar conducted to satisl) outdated, governent-mandated 
testing requirments' and that such testing is on the rise;2 and 

WHERES, nealy 60010 of animals used in regulatory testing sufTer pain raging from moderate to severe, all the 
way to pain nea, at, or above the pain tolerace threhold,) generally without any pain relief; and
 


WHERES, non-animal test methods are general\y less expensive,4 more rapid, and always more humane, than 
animal-bd tests; and 

WHREAS, unlike animal tests, non-animal method have been scientifically validated and/or accepted as total 
replacements for the fol\owing five toxicity endpoints: skin corrion (irrversible tissue damage), skin irrtation
 


(milder and reversible damage), skin absorption (the rate of chemical penetrtion), phototoxicity (an inflammatory 
rection caused by the interaction of a chemical with sunlight), and pyrgenicity (a fever-like rection that ca occur
 


when certin intrvenous drgs interact with the imune system); 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the sharholders request that the Board: 

I. Commit specifcally to using only non-animal methods for assessing skin corrosion, irrtation, absorption, 

phototoxicity and pyrogenicity. 


2. Confirm that it is in the Compay's best interet to commit to replacing animal-baed tests with non-animal
 


method. 

3. Petition the relevant regulatory agencies requirig safety testing for the Compay's products to accept as
 


total replacements for animal-basd methods, those approved non-animal methods desribed above, along 
with any others curntly used and accepte by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
 


Development (OECD) and other developed countres. 

Proponent's Statement in Support or Shareholder Proposal 

This Resolution is designed to haronize the interests of sound science with the elimination of animal-baed test 
methods where non-animal methodologies exist. It seeks to encourage the relevant regulatory agencies to join their 
pers in accepting validated in vitro and other non-animal test methods. It wil not compromise consumer safety or 
violate applicable statutes and regulations. 

Furer, this Reslution commits the Company to end animal testing for five specific endpoints in favor of 
 valid 
non-animal methods. These include the 3T3 Neutrl Red Uptae Phototoxicity Test, human skin equivalent tests for 
corrosivity, and a human blood-basd test for pyroenicity, all of which have been succesfully validated through 
the Europea Centr for the Validation of Alternate Methods.! Several non-animal methods have als been adopted 
as Test Guidelines by the OECD6 (an allance ono member countres including the US, Ell, Japan, Caada and 
Auslia). Regulatory agencies in OECD member countres ar not at libert to reject data frm non-anima) tests for 
ski corrsion, skin absorption and phototoxiciiy where such data have been generated in accordace with an OECD 
Tes Guideline. 

We ure shareholders to support this Resolution. 

(I) CCC Anim Use Suey - 200 I: hup:JIw.i:.cacnglishIACTiifra00I.1i

(2) Slaes ofSåeilÎflc Prur OI Living Animas - Grel Britan - 20.litt:/Iw.officocumcts.co.ukldoceicm8I58865886.Iiim 
(3) CCAC Anim Use Surey - 2001
(4) Deo MJ an Hollåiger MA (E-). (2002). Hanbok ofTOJicolog Second Ed. 1414 pp. Wasingion, DC: CRC Pn
 


(5) EC AM wcbsiic: Iitt:llecjrc.iL
 


(6) OECD te guidlines: hnp:llw.oec.orgocuen1l,2.en_2649_34377_1916054_1_1_1_I.OO.himl. 



Directors' Statement in Opposition to the Shareholder Proposal Concerning In Vitro Testing (Item Son 
Proxy Card) 

The compay us in vitro (non-animal) tests, including those mentioned in the proposal, where the methods have 
been proven as scientifically valid and approved by reulatory agencies around the world. Abbott's preference is to 
us in vitro tests whenever appropriate, if thes tests do not compromise patient safety or the effectiveness of our 
medicines. 

The requirement of this proposal to replace all animal-baed tets with in vitro tests is unfeasible. There ar 
insuffcient in vitro tests approved and available to allow Abbott to discover and test new medicines. It has been 
scientifically proven that many in vitro tests do not mimic the tre biological stte, and therefore, canot be relied 
upon to detennine safety and effcacy of medicines. To date, in vitro tests can comprise but a small component of 
overall testig that is requird by regulatory bodies. Abbott is required by national and international regulatory
 


agencies to us in vivo (animal) teting to meet our commitment to provide patients with safe and effective 
medicines. 

Abbott respects the unique role animals have played in advancing medical discovery, without which milions of 
people would not relize the benefits of the many trtments that improve and save lives. Abbotts animal welfare 
and tratment policies and practices reflect industr best standars. Our progr and facilties meet regulations of 
the United States, Eurpea Union and other countres, including the U.S. Animal Welfare Act and the stadards 
estalished by the National Reseah Council's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Abbotts 
progr has been accredited by the Association for Assesment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Car
 


International (AALAC) since i 975. In past site reviews by AAALAC, our company's prog has been noted to 
be exemplar. 

The board of directors recommends that you vote AGAINST the proposa. 



Exhibit D 

Voting Results for the 2009 Annual Meetig 



Item 4.. $..i1.l:Ü~;i.i9ilQL\'hmt¿rs 10 a Vote of Security Holder,'i
 


Abbott Laboratories held its Annual Meeting of Shareholders on April 24, 2009. The following is a 
summary of the matters voted on at that meeting. 

(a) The shareholders elected Abbott's entire Board of Directors_ The persons elected to Abbott's Board of 
Directors and the number of sharesciist for and the number of shares withheld. with respect to each ofthese 
persons, were as follows: 

N¡iiic Votes For Votes Withheld 

RobertI Alpern,M;D. 
Roxanne S_ Austin 

WiUiaiil M.palcy 
W. James Farrell
 


Wiliam A. Osborn
 


(b) 'De shareholders approved the Abbott Laboratories .2000 Incentive Stock Program. The number of shares 
cast in tàvor of the npprovaloftlieAbbott La.bol1torÎes 2009 Incentive Stock Program, the number against, 
the number abstaining, and the number of broker non-votes were as follows: 

For Aunìnst Abstain Hmker Non-Vote 
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(c) The shareholders approved the Abbott Laboratories 2009 Employee Stock Purchase Plan tòr Non-U.S. 
Employees. The number of shares cast in favor of the approval of the Abbott Laboratories 2009 Employee 
Stock Purchase Plan for Non-U.S. Employees, the number against, the number abstaining, and the number 
of broker non-voies were as lòllows: 

For Ai¡ail1st Abstain Broker !'oii-Vote 

7,027,616 

(d) The shareholders ratified the appoiniinent of Deloitte & Touche LLPas Abboit's auditors_ The number of 
shares cast in favor of the ratifcation of Deloitte & Touche LLP, the number against, and the number 
abstaining were as follows: 

For	 	 Ai¡ainsi Abstain 

(e) The shareholders rejected a shurcholder proposal 	 on animal testing. The number of shares cast in tàvor of 
the shareholder proposal, the number against, the number .ibstaining, and the number of broker non-votes 
were as lollows: 

~'or	 	 Ai¡ainsi Abstnin Broker NI.Ii.votè 

(t The shareholders rejected a shareholder proposal on health care principles. The iinnbcr of shares cast in 
favor of the shareholder propQSal, thcnumher against, the number abstaining, and the number of broker 
non-votes were as tallows: 

For	 	 A¡.aiiist Absriiiii Broker Non-Vote 

(g) The shareholders rejected 	 a shareholder proposal on advisory vote. The number of shares cast in favor of 
the shareholder proposal, the nuinber against, the number abstaining, and the number of broker non-Yotes 
were as follows: 

Foi' Ai¡llÎnst Absl:IÎII Broker Noii-Vote 

Item 6. Exhibits
 


Incorponlted by reference to the Exhibit index inçJudedherewith_
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Additional Correspondence Exchanged with the Proponents 
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Re Shlde Prl rci lnelu in the 2010 Proxy Maerals
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pr~l ma fbr tbcf2010 anua meiof Abbott Labories 'Tugh tbalet I il
cefY th 1 ow \ '-l=øh or Abb LarabriCl slo with.. l1 vaue ot at 
1_ si. 1 ha.hed thes sh èontusy lbr",oN t1 on Yo an Inte to bold 
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Sll. Sc AI I. Tii (87)ø.11lCl Se lI 8I Fa (81)93Ø4E-m ~De DGll AP2
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AI Pi It llI I
 


Novmber 24, 2009 Via Federal Ex 

Daniel Kinbum 
Genera Counsel
 

PhysIcis Comitee for Responsible Medlcfne 
5100 Wiscosin Avenue, NW, Suit 400
 


Washinon, DC 20016
 


Dear Mr. K1nbum: 

This lettr acknowedes timely reipt of th shareholder proosal and prof of 
ownersip you submited on behalf of tw shareholder pronents, Mr. Jamie

ll Moran and Ms. Cynthia Kapla, for wh you are actng In the capacit of 
authoried representatie. Our 2010 Sharehoers metig Is currntl 

sceduled to be hel on Friday, Aprl 23, 2010. 

Abbott has not yet review the propol to determine If It coplies wi th 
oter reuireents for shareholder propos found In Rule 14a-8 and 1489
 


under the Securitie Exchange Ac of 1934 and rees th riht to.ta
 


approriate acton under such rules If It does not. 

Pleas let me know if you shuld have any questins. Thank you. 

VerY l;rs,
 


&~~ 
cc John A. Berr
 


f" 
:: Abbot
 

L. AF\IoUIe
 



